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l!'elloo, 
How did I become editor of this magazine? Yell, I was at 
the mercy of my better nature .. But, as it turned out, it 
was a decision I1m glad I took. 

About me? Yell, I'll be profiling myself as part of 
"Toere• s the Puppeteer?" :in the next issue, along with 
the rest of you. However, I' 11 indulge in a little now 
just for the heck of it. 

I've never much seen literature as my area of self exp
ression being for most of my lif"e a self expresser thru 
the vis�al arls, but sometimes in your life you get an 
opportunity to discover that you can do things you pre
viously thought you couldn.' t do, and this is it for me. 

I've been distanced from puppetry ;for the last y ear, 
having lived awa:y from large capi�al cities and, for a 
period in a-forest far removed from civilization, ex
cept f�r that which I carried with me. Now, �s a result, 
I feel a bit more objective, not as settled mto a def
inite philosophy about what I do or don't prefer in 
pu.ppetcy. Which, I think, is a healthy state to be in 
for an -editor - open-. I've virtually just aITived in 
Melbourne having never lived here before. And now I'm 
preoccupied with getting this issue out by the-end of 
the montho 

So I'm finding everything straD.ge, but interesting. I'm 
looking forward to making all the contacts I've never 
made before, and at some time meet� you all in this 
new context as editor of Manipulation. 

� #o,,,./-, 

I have moved and I would like you to please readdress 
my subscription. While living in Perth I b ecam.e a 
member of the Spare Parts Puppet Theatre and went to 
a few courses with Noriko Nishimoto, and saw a few of 
their plays - 11THE LAST TASMANIAN TIGER" and many 
others. I was their youngest �ember, being only 13. 

DEAN TWIST, 
Hornsby NSY 

Thanks Maeve, :ror all the time and effort you have 
put into the magazine. It's been very :interesting. 
I hope things go well "With your time with MANIPULATION, 
Richard. JOHN McDONALD, 

Ringwod VIC 

Maeve, congratulations on yet another stunning cover· 
design.0 Living Room is going well o.. can you perhaps 
point out to your readers that it is suitable for 
puppetry performances. At present, it lacks a holiday 
program for the daytimeo ANTIA SINCLAIB 

Melbourne 
(Living Room Theatre is at 62 Bridge Rd.., Richmond 3121 

pho (03) 428 1129) 
The first part of this letter relates to IN THE WORKSHOP 

and can be found on page 37 ,hence its1 omission from 
this section. 
"Also any i1.e"WS o1·- the"- neJCt puppet- festival would be 
grat�full:y received. Shopping centres in Sydney are 
booking two years in advance now, so I'm planning 
1986..£7 schedules already. A pity the 1985 puppet con
vention seems to have fallen through - I was looking 
forwaJ:'Cl to i to 

· All the best of British luck to you as new editor of
Manipulation. ANN DAVIS 

Mooney Mooney NSW 

At present, no further moves have been mad� on any of 
these festivals,so,given the importance of having.th:se
events some brave people need to organise them. Now is 
the time to start thinking about it and what we le�ed
from the las.1. 

,Pne and we can start by having some ideas 
and suggesti• /is from everyone to put in the next issue 
of this magaiine. -

M.
Dear Richard, would you please tell me the rates you 
have for advertisements, both "classi£ied" type per 
word, and for a bloCk one similar to the one inside •the cover of the last issueo Ye are considering making
all our plays av�ilable. We have both retired from 

• 11 performing. All of our material has been well 11 run J.n o
It might be useful to beginning solo performers, sma11 
amateur groups who are looking for material for child
ren under 8 years of age (audiences, that is)o 
Ye will have to make a small charge to cover advertis
ing postage, paper, duplicating and we would reserve 
TV 'film and video rights, but otherwise it 'WOUld be 
co;yright-freeo As we earned our living in the days. before Government funding with this material, adapting 
it as we went along to get it right with the children, 
it might help people -who a.re not experienced. 
We liked the last issue of M!NIPULA.TION, particularly 
the item on various materia1s for puppetmaJd.ngo 
No-one ever seems to get our names right. We should 
have chosen different parents! However, they are 

. John Grant and Heather Giffino Yours sincerely, 

ADVIBTISING RATES: 
Whats on and Positions Vacant are free. 

HEATHER 
Rackham vi est SA 

A small charge is made for advertising goods and services
to sell and is proportional to the cost of printing a 
page ($12.00). A columii is half a page,hence; 
full column(area) costs $6.oo, ½ column $3.00,etc.
The block add. you refer to occupies½ of a column,thus 
would cost $2.00. For practical reasons the minilmim cost 
for such an advertiment is $1.0o, which is for up to 
lOOw-. � 

Dear Richard, I've never written a letter to this magazine 
before so I hope I do it right. It's certainly odd being on 
this side of the page! I want to wish you all the best with 
M.ANIPULATIO,N. She's a good baby, I don't think she' 11 give 
you too much trouble - she's toilet trained and got all her 
milk teeth now so she won•t do anything much rude in public ' 

h • and she can handle solid matter. At three years old s e s a 
healthy toddler, with around 100 subscribers ( NOT all fully 
paid up I must point out - dear readers - dear other readers 
- isn•t' it time some of you contributed some _more mainten
ance?), and lots of friends overseas as well. She likes a 
varied diet: plenty of news, preferably fresh; generous help
ings of practical information, informed opinion, startling 
insights and the odd controversy, to keep her system exercis
ed• and for sweets, piles of pictures. 
. i also want to thank you for your kindness, enthusiasm and 
patient organization of all her bits and pieces of adminis
trative paraphernalia - you've made handing over custody a 
pleasant, rather than a pairµ'ul, task. I look forward to 
seeing her grow up under your care. 

And dear readers - other readers - I ' m cutting out of most 
things puppetry now ( except for completing worlq on t�e BOOK 
and talking to puppeteers at parties ). I have a new Job, 
courtesy of the Victorian government's job creation scheme 
for the next few months I'm emloyed at Friends of the Earth 
in Collingwood in their new Recycling Information Centre. 
If anyone1s doing a show about garbage, I can supply lots of 
information about -what we should be doing with it! ( the 
address is 366 Smith street and the phone number is 419 8019). 
And I' 11 probably be writing more letters. to this illustrious 
journal 'cos I can't say goodbye, just see ya round. 

MAEVE, 
Melbourne, VIC. 
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WHAT'S 
ON 

The Waterhole 
of Awesome Giant 
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I., 

DAVID & SALLY POULTONS' 
MARIONETTES 
David and Sally have been 
studying in Stuttgart and now 
begin to perform "Mr PUNCH 
DOWNUNDER 11 in Europe. They 
return to Australia in August 
1984, and begin a school tour 
for the Queensland Arts Coun
cil. 
Mr PUNCH DOWNUNDER 
Sth France, Germany & England 
Mey/ June. 
PETER & THE WOLF 
Nth Coast of Australia -
( school tour 11 weeks). 
1st October to 12th December, 

GARDNER PUPPET THEATRE 
ph (03) 870 8998 

BIG BROTHIB - LITTLE BROTHER 
Melbourne schools: 
For rest of 1984. 
PROGRAMMED! 
Melbourne schools: 
For rest of 1984. 
GOLD OR GUM NUTS 
Melbourne schools: 
Term 2 1984 to 1985. 
Shepparton area: 
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PUPPETFOLK AUSTRALIA 
ph (08) 261 4364

THE WATERHOLE OF AWESOME

GIANT 
South Australian schools 
For rest of 1984. end of September. 

Wodonga area: 
end of October. This is a nn.1lticultural show 
ON THE BEACH & UNDER THE SEA dealing with conflicts and
Melbourne & Geelong kinder- need for resolution. Yrs R-7• 
gartens. Extensive follow up material 

COMPAGNIE PHILIPPE GENTY. 
Currently touring Australia. 
They have already run a sea
son in Sydney and Adelaide & 
are due in Melbourne this 
month(May). Couldn't get any 
date s and venues,sorry,
ke ep your eye s & ears open, 
this brilliant French comp
any is not to be missed! 
SPECIAL SCHOOL PERFORMANCES 
ADELAIDE. 
Opera Theatre, Wednesdays, 
30th May & 6th June, 1.30pm. 
Bookings; Judy Thyer,514498. 

For rest of 1984. and getting very favourable 
;,---------------------------"II assassments from this. 

Assisted by the Multicultural 
Education Co-ordinating 
Committee. NEWS 

NATIONWIDE PUPPETS 
Those of you who watch Nationwide on ABC television 
will have no doubt seen and enjoyed the Bob Hawke/ 
Andrew Peakock exchanges in latex and wondered who was 
behind these clever puppets - the plot thickens. 
Suddenly, all is briefly revealed by Michael Carlton 
from 2GB 11News Talk11 in a reply to an enquiry by 
Dennis Murphy ••••••.•..•• 

"Puppets worked because we could have a range of 
characters for television without the time and expense 
- and enormous difficUlty - of hiring real live actors
to play characters. A puppet can do in ten seconds
what might take an actor ten hours to perfect.Simple
as that.
The puppeteers who do my segment are professionals,
from the Marionette Theatre of Australia. We work out
the routines together ••• I send them a script and a
tape,they practice movement and lip-synch. They are a
very talented group of people and I think we are
improving all the time. 11 

FRINGE ARTS FESTIVAL 
MELBOURNE, Mid September to mid October,1984. 
For fringe artists,writers,filmakers-,performers,etc, 
who• s work does not normally manifest :in the 
commercial arena. 
This festival is in the process of being organised. 
The next General Meeting will be held on Sunday,20th 
of May at 2.00 pm at St Marks 1 Community Centre, 
George st , FITZROY. 
If you are interested in becoming involved in the 
festival,attend the meeting or contact Fringe Network 
for more details. FRINGE NETWORK 

201 Brunswick st, FITZROY,3065. 
ph (03)419 9548 

CLOVELLY PUPPET THEATRE IN TROUBLE 

CLOVELLY Puppet Theatre, Sydney,NSW. 
Australias 1 oldest and most historic puppet venue, 
run since the 1940 1 s by Edith Murray until 1981, 
spawned one of Australias most famous puppeteers; 
Richard Bradshaw. 
The Clovelly venue is now bereft of a puppet stage 

and puppets and,it appears,suppart from enough 

puppeteers.Must it die? Can the community afford to 
lose it? If anyone out there is interested in saving 
Clovelly,coniact: MANIPULATION 

202 Park st,North Fitzroy,3068 
ph (03)486 1430 

THE MIJRPHYS' ARE BACK 
Dennis and Jan Murphy (formerly the Outlandyshe Puppet 

Theatre) are back in Sydney after. nine months travel in 
Asia and Europe. They spent three months in Indonesia, where 
Dennis studied rod puppetry. In all they saw puppetry in 
some twenty countries.Says Dennis: 

"The highlights of the trip were the Moscow State Pupp�t 
Theatre and the Peking Puppet Troupe but I was particul
arly impressed with storytelling in Ireland. I'd like to 
put some into our shows. 11 

Dennis and Jan are doing puppetry part-time and performing 
their; "Prof. Technocat' s Technology Show'' for peace groups 
in Sydney. 

Anyone wanting practical advice on finding puppetry in 
Indonesia can contact them evenings on: (02) 558 8424. 

A body puppet by Ross Brown.The 
arms are in the neck and head 
allowing the jaws to move with 

Ross is also a cartoonist and 
sells them at the Comix shop 
in Glebe,Sydney.For an article 
on Ross Brown,see page 3. 

his hands. 
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others. I was their youngest �ember, being only 13. 
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put into the magazine. It's been very :interesting. 
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Maeve, congratulations on yet another stunning cover· 
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point out to your readers that it is suitable for 
puppetry performances. At present, it lacks a holiday 
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At present, no further moves have been mad� on any of 
these festivals,so,given the importance of having.th:se
events some brave people need to organise them. Now is 
the time to start thinking about it and what we le�ed
from the las.1. 

,Pne and we can start by having some ideas 
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of this magaiine. -
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Dear Richard, would you please tell me the rates you 
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before so I hope I do it right. It's certainly odd being on 
this side of the page! I want to wish you all the best with 
M.ANIPULATIO,N. She's a good baby, I don't think she' 11 give 
you too much trouble - she's toilet trained and got all her 
milk teeth now so she won•t do anything much rude in public ' 

h • and she can handle solid matter. At three years old s e s a 
healthy toddler, with around 100 subscribers ( NOT all fully 
paid up I must point out - dear readers - dear other readers 
- isn•t' it time some of you contributed some _more mainten
ance?), and lots of friends overseas as well. She likes a 
varied diet: plenty of news, preferably fresh; generous help
ings of practical information, informed opinion, startling 
insights and the odd controversy, to keep her system exercis
ed• and for sweets, piles of pictures. 
. i also want to thank you for your kindness, enthusiasm and 
patient organization of all her bits and pieces of adminis
trative paraphernalia - you've made handing over custody a 
pleasant, rather than a pairµ'ul, task. I look forward to 
seeing her grow up under your care. 

And dear readers - other readers - I ' m cutting out of most 
things puppetry now ( except for completing worlq on t�e BOOK 
and talking to puppeteers at parties ). I have a new Job, 
courtesy of the Victorian government's job creation scheme 
for the next few months I'm emloyed at Friends of the Earth 
in Collingwood in their new Recycling Information Centre. 
If anyone1s doing a show about garbage, I can supply lots of 
information about -what we should be doing with it! ( the 
address is 366 Smith street and the phone number is 419 8019). 
And I' 11 probably be writing more letters. to this illustrious 
journal 'cos I can't say goodbye, just see ya round. 

MAEVE, 
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begin to perform "Mr PUNCH 
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PUPPETFOLK AUSTRALIA 
ph (08) 261 4364

THE WATERHOLE OF AWESOME

GIANT 
South Australian schools 
For rest of 1984. end of September. 

Wodonga area: 
end of October. This is a nn.1lticultural show 
ON THE BEACH & UNDER THE SEA dealing with conflicts and
Melbourne & Geelong kinder- need for resolution. Yrs R-7• 
gartens. Extensive follow up material 

COMPAGNIE PHILIPPE GENTY. 
Currently touring Australia. 
They have already run a sea
son in Sydney and Adelaide & 
are due in Melbourne this 
month(May). Couldn't get any 
date s and venues,sorry,
ke ep your eye s & ears open, 
this brilliant French comp
any is not to be missed! 
SPECIAL SCHOOL PERFORMANCES 
ADELAIDE. 
Opera Theatre, Wednesdays, 
30th May & 6th June, 1.30pm. 
Bookings; Judy Thyer,514498. 

For rest of 1984. and getting very favourable 
;,---------------------------"II assassments from this. 

Assisted by the Multicultural 
Education Co-ordinating 
Committee. NEWS 

NATIONWIDE PUPPETS 
Those of you who watch Nationwide on ABC television 
will have no doubt seen and enjoyed the Bob Hawke/ 
Andrew Peakock exchanges in latex and wondered who was 
behind these clever puppets - the plot thickens. 
Suddenly, all is briefly revealed by Michael Carlton 
from 2GB 11News Talk11 in a reply to an enquiry by 
Dennis Murphy ••••••.•..•• 

"Puppets worked because we could have a range of 
characters for television without the time and expense 
- and enormous difficUlty - of hiring real live actors
to play characters. A puppet can do in ten seconds
what might take an actor ten hours to perfect.Simple
as that.
The puppeteers who do my segment are professionals,
from the Marionette Theatre of Australia. We work out
the routines together ••• I send them a script and a
tape,they practice movement and lip-synch. They are a
very talented group of people and I think we are
improving all the time. 11 

FRINGE ARTS FESTIVAL 
MELBOURNE, Mid September to mid October,1984. 
For fringe artists,writers,filmakers-,performers,etc, 
who• s work does not normally manifest :in the 
commercial arena. 
This festival is in the process of being organised. 
The next General Meeting will be held on Sunday,20th 
of May at 2.00 pm at St Marks 1 Community Centre, 
George st , FITZROY. 
If you are interested in becoming involved in the 
festival,attend the meeting or contact Fringe Network 
for more details. FRINGE NETWORK 

201 Brunswick st, FITZROY,3065. 
ph (03)419 9548 

CLOVELLY PUPPET THEATRE IN TROUBLE 

CLOVELLY Puppet Theatre, Sydney,NSW. 
Australias 1 oldest and most historic puppet venue, 
run since the 1940 1 s by Edith Murray until 1981, 
spawned one of Australias most famous puppeteers; 
Richard Bradshaw. 
The Clovelly venue is now bereft of a puppet stage 

and puppets and,it appears,suppart from enough 

puppeteers.Must it die? Can the community afford to 
lose it? If anyone out there is interested in saving 
Clovelly,coniact: MANIPULATION 

202 Park st,North Fitzroy,3068 
ph (03)486 1430 

THE MIJRPHYS' ARE BACK 
Dennis and Jan Murphy (formerly the Outlandyshe Puppet 

Theatre) are back in Sydney after. nine months travel in 
Asia and Europe. They spent three months in Indonesia, where 
Dennis studied rod puppetry. In all they saw puppetry in 
some twenty countries.Says Dennis: 

"The highlights of the trip were the Moscow State Pupp�t 
Theatre and the Peking Puppet Troupe but I was particul
arly impressed with storytelling in Ireland. I'd like to 
put some into our shows. 11 

Dennis and Jan are doing puppetry part-time and performing 
their; "Prof. Technocat' s Technology Show'' for peace groups 
in Sydney. 

Anyone wanting practical advice on finding puppetry in 
Indonesia can contact them evenings on: (02) 558 8424. 

A body puppet by Ross Brown.The 
arms are in the neck and head 
allowing the jaws to move with 

Ross is also a cartoonist and 
sells them at the Comix shop 
in Glebe,Sydney.For an article 
on Ross Brown,see page 3. 

his hands. 
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ROSS 
17 Ever ton st, Hamilton (Newcastle) 
NSW,2303. ph(049)614005. 

ROSS BRO'WN is a puppeteer,puppet-maker,musician, 
singer,pa.ihter and sculptor all rolled into one r:i.mi.i.;;� c 
person.Some of his puppets have appeared on Chunnel Nine 
in 11Here 1 s Hwnphrey"(a giant egg laying chicken plus his 
small frog ),but he is better known to those of us who 
attended the Adelaide Internatioal Puppet Festival last 
year for his outdoor walking stage performances (you1 11 
recognise who I mean from the drawing). ( see below) 

"EVEN THOUGH TO SOME IT MAY SEEM 'IHAT I1M DABBLING IN 
TOO MANY '.IlIINGS, I LIKE TO THINK THAT I'M EFFECT lVELY 
MOVING Dr A PROGRESSIVE DlRECTION." 

Ross has a well rounded background for puppetry and 
theatre generally.After graduating from high school in 
Seattle (USA),he was interested in art,music and theatre, 
supporting himself for a time sculpting clay figuriens 
and selling them at the Seattle waterfront.He also acted 
in a 11Broadway musical1' type production at the time, enabl 
-ing him to dabble in all three of his interestS" at once.
He later hitch-hiked his way around the country learning 
a lot about people and how to get along with them. 

"They kept telling me I should decide on one of the 
three, (art,music and theatre) and� it. I decided. on 
theatre. I reckoned that art and music were things •you 
could work at on your own,but theatre depends on more 
than one person. I chose a one yeax tra:ining program :in 
Portland,Oregan called 11 Theatre Elan11 ,run by an Austral
ian; Richard Hayes-Marshall. He was a very powerful, 
dynaaiic teacher and I was one of thirteen students having 
an intense yeax of haxd physical discipline and deep 
].earning. The course dealt with improvisation,mime, mask, 
gymnastics,Comedia del Arte' ,pantomine,clown and other 
traditional _European styles. The emphasis was not on line 
-interpretation but on feeling,creativity and understand
ing of movement - letting the material f low from that. 11 

One of his classmates joined a small,privately run 
puppet company called the 11Teaxs of Joy Puppet T heatre 11 

touring schools all over Oregan and Washjngton. His 
interest a.roused.,Ross joined the company some months 
later seeing puppetry as 11the perfect synthesis of 
theatre and visual art ( which I ,didn I t want to give up 
then) er. He did well in the company for three years puppet 
building and performing,applying al l the tricks he1 d 
learned �bout movement and mask. 

Ross came to Australia in 1981 after spending six 
months in Dunedin,New Zealand where among other things, 
(including trying to be a solo singer/guitar player on 
the1club circuit') he conceived and built a portable one 
-man puppet show; a back-pack that hel� puppets and a 
walking stage. When he came to Australia he found the 

atmosphere more competitive (than NZ). 
11I doggedly went out,in clean clothes,and sold my 

show to the schools of Newcastle. 11 
When his visa expired he had enough support from groups 
in Newcastle,and the NSW Puppetry Guild,to get an exten 
-sion. This enabled him to attend the 1983 Puppet Festiv
al in Adelaide and later that year to marry Nie Hensel, 
an Australian, (from Nescastle). '11l.ey both intend to stay 
in New.astle for quite a whileo 

11 I'VE ALWAYS BELlEVED THAT Ilf ORDER TO GET PEOPLE TO 
LISTEN TO YOU, YOU GRAB TREIB ATTENTION, INSPIBE '.IlIEM 
TO THINK AND HOLD THEffi RESPECT". 

Since his arrival in A�stralia Ross has performed 
for a variety of audiences in schools,pubs,festivals and 
community art centres. He has produced. two school shows; 
"Sungura the Hare 11 (based on an African folk tale) and 
"Billy Goats Gruff11 (adapted to expose the absurdities of 
conflict and building up huge arsenals of over kill weap
ons). The walking stage he employs for these shows is 
hung from a genuine Mexican sombrero he wears on his 
head (of course). It is an intimate theatre with no 
recorded sounds,just a curious dark stage with two feet 
at the bottom. Only one backdrop is used in 11Sungura11 

throughout the performance and "Billy Goats Gruff" 
employs a single bridge. He seemed. to feel uncomfortable 
with a lot of props when I saw an early performance. 
This simplicity of presentation places all the emphasis 
on the characters,which are well developed and hold 
their ow.n in an entertaining way. The look of the 
puppets is particularly endearing and there is an over
all gentlness of approach (not to be confused with weak
ness). Commenting on a glove puppet show I performed 
when visiting him,Ross emphasised the importance of good 
,;iming and for my characters to make a "bigger deal1' of 
themselves. In this sense,his characters have quite an 
extrovert quality to them. 
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"I SEE MANY PROBLEMS IN THE WORLD AND MOST PEOPLE 
IGNORING THEM. THE ARTISTS (INCilJDING PERFORMERS 
& MUSICIANS) HAVE A CHANCE OF INSPIBING PEOPLE OUT 
OF TREIB APATHY (MORE CHANCE THAN MOST POLITIC IAN8 
& REVOilJTIONARIES, W!!O PEOPLE ARE CYNICAL OF)." 

The puppets he uses are hand and hand & rod, some
times employing all fingers to give them legs (as with 
the billy goats). Another puppet, "Chuin the leopard, uses 
the whole arm. from elbow up for its body, the wrist co
inciding with the waist of the leopard. This allows a 
�ery free and sensuous m ovement. Some have moving eyes 
'Which go sideways rather than up and dow,allowing his 
hare puppet to nervously scane the audience - very 
effective.Others have moving eyebrows and one larger 
story telling puppet ( "Billy goats gruff") has consider
able facial expression as a result. Rarely does he employ 
moving mouths. 

The heads on Ross' s puppets have a definite style to 
them. He works mainly in papier mache1 pulp moulded over 
sculptured clay and sometimes from plaster moulds. They 
generally have a very smooth finish usually achieved by 
applying a 11Spakfilla" type compound over the semi-dry 
surface. They are then delicately painted to emphasise 
facial expression and the pronounced contours. Yith some, 
the characters face is surprisingly a small mask over a 
11universal" 'ET' looking head with a moving ping pong 
ball eye mechanism worked by fingers in the head. This 
basic puppet can then be used. for any nwnber of different 

•SCIJND 'DIE ALARM!"

On April 15th this year, the largest demonstrations yet 
seen in Australian capital cities flooded the main 
streets. The issue - Nuclear Disarmament, something which 
affects the whole world and everyone in ito This issue 
transcends all barriers in society and of course in cludes 
us as puppeteerso Ye must not forget we are people first. 

The 11 SOUND THE ALA.RM�' street theatre provided an imagin
ative focus and some visual and dramatic )Jllity to the 
April 15th rally in Melbourne. It was created by the 
community in a series of production and rehearsal sess
ions held during the month prior to the marcho 

"It is an attempt11, said the script notes," to cpature 
and activate the imaginations of the march participants 
so they und erstand that just marching in an 8lll1Ual rally 
is NOT a sufficient commitment to building disarmament in 
Australia. In it, we are trying to emphasise the everyday 
nature of the nuclear network • a. of how our complacent 
and often u nthinking behaviour ties us into the arms race 
-:;,ust as effectively as if we were actively supporting 
(for example) the presence of US nuclear bases in Aust
ralia, or the deployment of Cruise and Pershing missiles 
in Europe. 11 

THE PERFORMANCE 
Six. giant puppets, about 6 metres high, were each oper
ated by 3 people. They were three pairs of effigies of 
Reagan and Chernenko, lihich led three converging groups 
of marchers into the city from the northwe_st, south and 

characters simply by slipping the mask over it,hence 
saving a lot of work and time in puppet making. For some 
larger body puppets,heads are sculptured from polyeuretb.
ane foam and coated with latex to enable painting. 

For his pub shows Ross uses his walking stage with. 
characters singing to piano accompaniament. 

"IF WE ARE GOING TO UNIFY THE WORLD AGAINST '.IlIE 
MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, lMPRDPER LAND USE, 
RACISM,SEXISM AND THE NUCLEAR THREAT, IT'S THE 
ARTISTS il!O MUST. IEAD THE WAY. 

I HOPE liE CAN DO IT. 11 

Throughout 1983 he started teaching practical drama 
at the University of Newcastle,part-time, and also got 
:involved with the Hamilton Community Centre,directing 
11S teel City Circus" ,a community theatre project. The 
11 Circus11 blended actors,clo1m.s,masks,large body puppets 
and kids gymnastics with improvised,live mu.sic in a 
circus like setting and format. · "Newcastle is a gutsy town with a lot of spirit and 
enthusiasm, so we had great participation at the 11Uni11 

and community arts centre. 11 

Since recently joining a 11 jug band";"The Blue Emus11 ,he 
has been working on visual and theatrical accompaniments 
to performances with two musicians, Pete Smith and sue 
Wright. 

11Yipee! the three are all back together again - Music 
art and tb.eatre. 11 

by R ichard Hart from 8:1 outline by Ross Brown. 

ea.st. Just prior to this, large numbers of -whistles were 
Mld to people taking part in the rally (and hence dram.ah 
Before reaching the city, the giant puppets moved amongst 
1:,he marchers with their retinue of supporters, hunting 
�ach other and hunting the Button in order to "first 
Bt rike" the other. As they approached the city, the 
puppets moved in to the lea.do 

The puppets moved to a cleared space at the point of 
convergence in Burke street Mall. They p188'ed games, 
moved in choreography liith eaoh other, but always intent 
On reaching the large button near a central stage, chant-· 
ing occasionally "The BU.ttonlThe Buttonl" Two actors 
]hen took on the voices of Reagan and Chernenko from the 
central stage (miked), while the puppets• retinue formed 
an extended line around the perimeter of the spaceo Chil""'I 
ren in costumes sat around the Button. What followed was 
a "Negotiators' Tango 11, with each puppet trying to out
manoeuvre the other strategically and verbally. Despite 
the efforts of the compere to stop them, they moved 
closer to the Buttono 
Then the compere asked. the whole rally to help him stop 
them, bringing contemptuous remarks from the puppets. 
He called the rally to sound the Nuclear Alarm : "The 
clock stands at three minutes to midnight 1"'1 Then foll
owed an incredible din from the crowd (publicity for the , 
rally had included a request to bring noisema.killg deviceS 
for this "symbolic action11) - people were blowing 
-whistles, banging tins, there were sirens, churchbeUS, 
.saxaphones, screams and yells - and it was so loud, even, 
the puppets heard it, and stopped in their tracks. Their' 
retinue defected, stripping off their costumes {green 
garbage bags) to reveal T-shirts with 11N011 on them. So11e 
took off a plastic sheath from the Button and revealed ·a 
symbolic "DU.stbin of History''• The compere explained: 
11The choice is ours as to lllho ends up in this Bin. 11 

Then,to music,the children 
formed human pyramids and 
stripped the giant puppets of 
their ·insignia and their 
garments, and threw them into 
the Dustbin. The puppets sag
ged while flares around the 
bin lit the piece's triumph
ant end. 

RICHARD HART. 
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ROSS 
17 Ever ton st, Hamilton (Newcastle) 
NSW,2303. ph(049)614005. 

ROSS BRO'WN is a puppeteer,puppet-maker,musician, 
singer,pa.ihter and sculptor all rolled into one r:i.mi.i.;;� c 
person.Some of his puppets have appeared on Chunnel Nine 
in 11Here 1 s Hwnphrey"(a giant egg laying chicken plus his 
small frog ),but he is better known to those of us who 
attended the Adelaide Internatioal Puppet Festival last 
year for his outdoor walking stage performances (you1 11 
recognise who I mean from the drawing). ( see below) 

"EVEN THOUGH TO SOME IT MAY SEEM 'IHAT I1M DABBLING IN 
TOO MANY '.IlIINGS, I LIKE TO THINK THAT I'M EFFECT lVELY 
MOVING Dr A PROGRESSIVE DlRECTION." 

Ross has a well rounded background for puppetry and 
theatre generally.After graduating from high school in 
Seattle (USA),he was interested in art,music and theatre, 
supporting himself for a time sculpting clay figuriens 
and selling them at the Seattle waterfront.He also acted 
in a 11Broadway musical1' type production at the time, enabl 
-ing him to dabble in all three of his interestS" at once.
He later hitch-hiked his way around the country learning 
a lot about people and how to get along with them. 

"They kept telling me I should decide on one of the 
three, (art,music and theatre) and� it. I decided. on 
theatre. I reckoned that art and music were things •you 
could work at on your own,but theatre depends on more 
than one person. I chose a one yeax tra:ining program :in 
Portland,Oregan called 11 Theatre Elan11 ,run by an Austral
ian; Richard Hayes-Marshall. He was a very powerful, 
dynaaiic teacher and I was one of thirteen students having 
an intense yeax of haxd physical discipline and deep 
].earning. The course dealt with improvisation,mime, mask, 
gymnastics,Comedia del Arte' ,pantomine,clown and other 
traditional _European styles. The emphasis was not on line 
-interpretation but on feeling,creativity and understand
ing of movement - letting the material f low from that. 11 

One of his classmates joined a small,privately run 
puppet company called the 11Teaxs of Joy Puppet T heatre 11 

touring schools all over Oregan and Washjngton. His 
interest a.roused.,Ross joined the company some months 
later seeing puppetry as 11the perfect synthesis of 
theatre and visual art ( which I ,didn I t want to give up 
then) er. He did well in the company for three years puppet 
building and performing,applying al l the tricks he1 d 
learned �bout movement and mask. 

Ross came to Australia in 1981 after spending six 
months in Dunedin,New Zealand where among other things, 
(including trying to be a solo singer/guitar player on 
the1club circuit') he conceived and built a portable one 
-man puppet show; a back-pack that hel� puppets and a 
walking stage. When he came to Australia he found the 

atmosphere more competitive (than NZ). 
11I doggedly went out,in clean clothes,and sold my 

show to the schools of Newcastle. 11 
When his visa expired he had enough support from groups 
in Newcastle,and the NSW Puppetry Guild,to get an exten 
-sion. This enabled him to attend the 1983 Puppet Festiv
al in Adelaide and later that year to marry Nie Hensel, 
an Australian, (from Nescastle). '11l.ey both intend to stay 
in New.astle for quite a whileo 

11 I'VE ALWAYS BELlEVED THAT Ilf ORDER TO GET PEOPLE TO 
LISTEN TO YOU, YOU GRAB TREIB ATTENTION, INSPIBE '.IlIEM 
TO THINK AND HOLD THEffi RESPECT". 

Since his arrival in A�stralia Ross has performed 
for a variety of audiences in schools,pubs,festivals and 
community art centres. He has produced. two school shows; 
"Sungura the Hare 11 (based on an African folk tale) and 
"Billy Goats Gruff11 (adapted to expose the absurdities of 
conflict and building up huge arsenals of over kill weap
ons). The walking stage he employs for these shows is 
hung from a genuine Mexican sombrero he wears on his 
head (of course). It is an intimate theatre with no 
recorded sounds,just a curious dark stage with two feet 
at the bottom. Only one backdrop is used in 11Sungura11 

throughout the performance and "Billy Goats Gruff" 
employs a single bridge. He seemed. to feel uncomfortable 
with a lot of props when I saw an early performance. 
This simplicity of presentation places all the emphasis 
on the characters,which are well developed and hold 
their ow.n in an entertaining way. The look of the 
puppets is particularly endearing and there is an over
all gentlness of approach (not to be confused with weak
ness). Commenting on a glove puppet show I performed 
when visiting him,Ross emphasised the importance of good 
,;iming and for my characters to make a "bigger deal1' of 
themselves. In this sense,his characters have quite an 
extrovert quality to them. 
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& MUSICIANS) HAVE A CHANCE OF INSPIBING PEOPLE OUT 
OF TREIB APATHY (MORE CHANCE THAN MOST POLITIC IAN8 
& REVOilJTIONARIES, W!!O PEOPLE ARE CYNICAL OF)." 

The puppets he uses are hand and hand & rod, some
times employing all fingers to give them legs (as with 
the billy goats). Another puppet, "Chuin the leopard, uses 
the whole arm. from elbow up for its body, the wrist co
inciding with the waist of the leopard. This allows a 
�ery free and sensuous m ovement. Some have moving eyes 
'Which go sideways rather than up and dow,allowing his 
hare puppet to nervously scane the audience - very 
effective.Others have moving eyebrows and one larger 
story telling puppet ( "Billy goats gruff") has consider
able facial expression as a result. Rarely does he employ 
moving mouths. 

The heads on Ross' s puppets have a definite style to 
them. He works mainly in papier mache1 pulp moulded over 
sculptured clay and sometimes from plaster moulds. They 
generally have a very smooth finish usually achieved by 
applying a 11Spakfilla" type compound over the semi-dry 
surface. They are then delicately painted to emphasise 
facial expression and the pronounced contours. Yith some, 
the characters face is surprisingly a small mask over a 
11universal" 'ET' looking head with a moving ping pong 
ball eye mechanism worked by fingers in the head. This 
basic puppet can then be used. for any nwnber of different 
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On April 15th this year, the largest demonstrations yet 
seen in Australian capital cities flooded the main 
streets. The issue - Nuclear Disarmament, something which 
affects the whole world and everyone in ito This issue 
transcends all barriers in society and of course in cludes 
us as puppeteerso Ye must not forget we are people first. 

The 11 SOUND THE ALA.RM�' street theatre provided an imagin
ative focus and some visual and dramatic )Jllity to the 
April 15th rally in Melbourne. It was created by the 
community in a series of production and rehearsal sess
ions held during the month prior to the marcho 

"It is an attempt11, said the script notes," to cpature 
and activate the imaginations of the march participants 
so they und erstand that just marching in an 8lll1Ual rally 
is NOT a sufficient commitment to building disarmament in 
Australia. In it, we are trying to emphasise the everyday 
nature of the nuclear network • a. of how our complacent 
and often u nthinking behaviour ties us into the arms race 
-:;,ust as effectively as if we were actively supporting 
(for example) the presence of US nuclear bases in Aust
ralia, or the deployment of Cruise and Pershing missiles 
in Europe. 11 

THE PERFORMANCE 
Six. giant puppets, about 6 metres high, were each oper
ated by 3 people. They were three pairs of effigies of 
Reagan and Chernenko, lihich led three converging groups 
of marchers into the city from the northwe_st, south and 

characters simply by slipping the mask over it,hence 
saving a lot of work and time in puppet making. For some 
larger body puppets,heads are sculptured from polyeuretb.
ane foam and coated with latex to enable painting. 

For his pub shows Ross uses his walking stage with. 
characters singing to piano accompaniament. 

"IF WE ARE GOING TO UNIFY THE WORLD AGAINST '.IlIE 
MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, lMPRDPER LAND USE, 
RACISM,SEXISM AND THE NUCLEAR THREAT, IT'S THE 
ARTISTS il!O MUST. IEAD THE WAY. 

I HOPE liE CAN DO IT. 11 

Throughout 1983 he started teaching practical drama 
at the University of Newcastle,part-time, and also got 
:involved with the Hamilton Community Centre,directing 
11S teel City Circus" ,a community theatre project. The 
11 Circus11 blended actors,clo1m.s,masks,large body puppets 
and kids gymnastics with improvised,live mu.sic in a 
circus like setting and format. · "Newcastle is a gutsy town with a lot of spirit and 
enthusiasm, so we had great participation at the 11Uni11 

and community arts centre. 11 

Since recently joining a 11 jug band";"The Blue Emus11 ,he 
has been working on visual and theatrical accompaniments 
to performances with two musicians, Pete Smith and sue 
Wright. 

11Yipee! the three are all back together again - Music 
art and tb.eatre. 11 

by R ichard Hart from 8:1 outline by Ross Brown. 

ea.st. Just prior to this, large numbers of -whistles were 
Mld to people taking part in the rally (and hence dram.ah 
Before reaching the city, the giant puppets moved amongst 
1:,he marchers with their retinue of supporters, hunting 
�ach other and hunting the Button in order to "first 
Bt rike" the other. As they approached the city, the 
puppets moved in to the lea.do 

The puppets moved to a cleared space at the point of 
convergence in Burke street Mall. They p188'ed games, 
moved in choreography liith eaoh other, but always intent 
On reaching the large button near a central stage, chant-· 
ing occasionally "The BU.ttonlThe Buttonl" Two actors 
]hen took on the voices of Reagan and Chernenko from the 
central stage (miked), while the puppets• retinue formed 
an extended line around the perimeter of the spaceo Chil""'I 
ren in costumes sat around the Button. What followed was 
a "Negotiators' Tango 11, with each puppet trying to out
manoeuvre the other strategically and verbally. Despite 
the efforts of the compere to stop them, they moved 
closer to the Buttono 
Then the compere asked. the whole rally to help him stop 
them, bringing contemptuous remarks from the puppets. 
He called the rally to sound the Nuclear Alarm : "The 
clock stands at three minutes to midnight 1"'1 Then foll
owed an incredible din from the crowd (publicity for the , 
rally had included a request to bring noisema.killg deviceS 
for this "symbolic action11) - people were blowing 
-whistles, banging tins, there were sirens, churchbeUS, 
.saxaphones, screams and yells - and it was so loud, even, 
the puppets heard it, and stopped in their tracks. Their' 
retinue defected, stripping off their costumes {green 
garbage bags) to reveal T-shirts with 11N011 on them. So11e 
took off a plastic sheath from the Button and revealed ·a 
symbolic "DU.stbin of History''• The compere explained: 
11The choice is ours as to lllho ends up in this Bin. 11 

Then,to music,the children 
formed human pyramids and 
stripped the giant puppets of 
their ·insignia and their 
garments, and threw them into 
the Dustbin. The puppets sag
ged while flares around the 
bin lit the piece's triumph
ant end. 
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REVIEW 

RAPUNZEL IN SUBURBIA 

THE PROOOCT ION 

A collage of images, words and music 
based on DOROTHY HEWETT'S book of 
poems of the same name. 

Devised, directed and designed by 
KIM CARPENTER. 

Music composed by RICHARD VELLA. 

Lighting designed by JOHN RAYMENT. 

Film created by MICHELLE MAHRER. 

Slide photography by ROBYN STACEY and
LESLIE SOLAR. 

Stage managed by RONA WALLACE. 

THE CAST. 

Live actors; JENNIFER CLAJRE and 
CHRISTINE MAHONEY. 

And puppeteers, DAVID COLLINS, 
SUE WALLACE, STEVE COUPE and 
PAUL BLACKWELL. 

This production was first performed 
on the 1st of November, 1983 at 
The Marionette Teatre of Australia Ltd 
The Sailors' Home, Sydney. 

The show is two different journeys, 
parallel journeys intertwining the 
old·er ·and ·th·e younger Dorothy Hewitt.
It's about her· childhood in the 
country, counterpointed to her event
ual ·marriage and move to the city 
with a typical husband, family and 
house. She mana5ed to keep her career 
as a writer intact, but it1s obvious 
that sb.e wishes it had been stronger. 
There is an air of bitte r resignation 
to past years of frustration. She en
joyed her early yea:rs as a housewife 
and mum, but not watching it deter
iorate into fragments of' what it 
should have been, not Wen the dream 
started to run out. 

Her poetry is ironic, rei'lective. It 
seems to show an escape through 
creating fantastic images based on 
the most mundane incidents around her. 

The basic set was white, very white -
as white as Nigel Triffitt Is sets are 
black. The.country town of' Hewitt's 
birth is shown as a series of very 
small,frail,almost two-dimensional 
images set right up the back of the 
stage. The scale a�d the sparsity of 
each image in the landscape rein
forced the sense of distance she felt 
about her past. 

The show opens with a powerful image
play of the folk-tale of Rapunzel. 
It's all bright colours and sma11, 
doll-like figures - Rapunzel, her 
parents, and the handsome prince. And 
an enormously out-sized costumed 
witch, about seven feet tall. The 
fairy tale was not accompanied by 
verse and the pace of the images 
varied bet ween the delicate and the 
brutal. 

Then the first poem was :introduced.. 
The poetry underscored the visuals 
pleyin.g about the set : a deliberately 
meandering wash of slides with brief 
:insert-s of puppet action. The poems 
are spoken by two actresses, Christine 
Mahoney as the young Rapunzel and 
.Jennifer Claire as the older Dorothy 
Hewitt. 

One recurring theme was of childhood 
games. The young Dorothy had a part
icular secret game which wasn't rev
ealed in the poem, but is dezoonstrated 
in the :iJilagery. A· small Victorian -
S"tyle doll (-which would have been 
made of po:t'celain., but in this case is 
latex), a little girl with• long, 
blonde hair, crisp blue dress and white 
shoes - a real AA. Milne type - plays 
with a big red :indiarubber ball. Doll 
and ball are on long rods. The game is 
played very slowly and delicately, 
just bouncing the ball and catching it. 
Around the time Wen the secret game 
is mentioned m the poem the ball 
rises and ·stays in the air and travels 
in a long arc upstage, with the little 
girl runn ·ng slowly after it, At the 
peak of the arc, and the high po:int :in 
the poem, they both stop. Then they 
both continue, down the arc and when 
they reach the ground she catches the 
ball. This scene was done twice - and 
was very strong both times. It was so 
long - a two-metre arc. I don't know my 
pi sums, but it tm1st have been some
thing like a 24-foot circle, and done 
at the pace of a second hand of a 
clock. It took close to a minute to go 
the whole di.stance. For me that was 
probably the strongest fusion of music 
voice and pu.ppet image in the show -
J)erl:laps because it was the least busy .. 

The musi c  was composed. and performed 
by Richard Vella, and overall supp
orted the work very well, often by a 
clear contradiction of style and pace., 
This was a challenge to the audience 
to do more than passively accept the 
gorgeous flow of images without much 
thought .. Dissonance abounded., with 
contrapuntal rhythms and clashing 
chords drawn from Bach, re.(l['esenting, 
in the words of the composer, "The 
decadence and clutter''of the mateI'
ialistic dream-culture of suburban. 
life. 

A film intervened about halfway 
through the piece, a "film noir" 
s equence of images - shadowy, ex
pressionistic and reminiscent of 
Mary Leunig's domestic hoITor cart
oons. It was in its way quite good, 
but its inclusion in the show brought 
to mind the mo st_ difficult c"hallenge 
of mixed-media performance - that is, 
sustaining a tight rein on the show's 
movement !'Whilst completing a readable 
view of its subject, in this case, a 
transp6sition to performance of the 
life and work of a creative ai:id orig
inal artist. 
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Overall the choice of puppetry as the 
main perfomance style seems to have 
been to make use of the medium's 
ability to transpor t the audience by 
its disembodied association of images. 
The puppetry was, however, presented 
with a degree of tentativeness and· 
even vague intention .. This was not 
because of the ,puppeteers• ability, 
but more perhaps because they needed 
more time in rehearsal to spend fam
iliarizing themselves with their 
characters' range of possibilities. 

Once this familiarization process is 
thoroughly and clearly set and then 
directed with clear intention then 
the 3.ppa.rent. virtuoso moments in 
the performance may be well prepared 
before the season commences. As it 
was the manipulation was, in the ma:in, 
very good indeed - yet a few key moll!-
ents seemed to be confused, as if the 
puppeteers were making do w:ith little 
idea of what they were doing. (For 
example, the -wardrobe scene, Were the 

contents tended to wave chaotically 
about, breaking up the focus of the 
scene.) 

The show was not without humour, but 
perhaps a stronger contact with the 
audience may have been made by allow
ing more humour to develop in some 
scenes. There could have been more 
direct response to the sudience. Being 
offered a look into someone's past is 
bound to wncourage you to be receptive 
and I couldn II t believe that her past 
was as f'rustrated;and disconnected 
f:rom the audience's experience 4s •the 
show made it seem. One little gest
ure tickled me: there was a tiny, 
eight-inch silhouette of Dorothy's 
father, standing with a w:indmill turn� 
ing slowly at one side and the sun 
over the hotel- on the other. With his 
little ann he is waving and11

Dorothy ,. 

is waving back, and then the wave � 
turns into him raising his hat to her. 
This was a delightful surprise. 

Hewitt II s creative· line seems to be 
strung all the wa:y from her child� 
hood - there is a childlike qua1ity 
about all her images.One poem mentions 
a journey back home with her husband. 
She notices how far she has come away 
from the place· of her childhood., and 
the show finishes with a call from 
the puppeteers, each appearing at the 
open, lit windows of the set and 
softly, soporifically singing the 
refrain, "Ah, Rap1.m.zel, let down your 
hall'". This was concluded by a final 
poem recited by Jennifer Claire -which 
left me feeling like I'd heard some
thing very private. It was a-wry 
summing-up of a past that has finally 
realised itself - intimatelY, and in 
public. 

PETER SEABORN 
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RAPUNZEL IN SUBURBIA 
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SUE WALLACE, STEVE COUPE and 
PAUL BLACKWELL. 
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on the 1st of November, 1983 at 
The Marionette Teatre of Australia Ltd 
The Sailors' Home, Sydney. 

The show is two different journeys, 
parallel journeys intertwining the 
old·er ·and ·th·e younger Dorothy Hewitt.
It's about her· childhood in the 
country, counterpointed to her event
ual ·marriage and move to the city 
with a typical husband, family and 
house. She mana5ed to keep her career 
as a writer intact, but it1s obvious 
that sb.e wishes it had been stronger. 
There is an air of bitte r resignation 
to past years of frustration. She en
joyed her early yea:rs as a housewife 
and mum, but not watching it deter
iorate into fragments of' what it 
should have been, not Wen the dream 
started to run out. 

Her poetry is ironic, rei'lective. It 
seems to show an escape through 
creating fantastic images based on 
the most mundane incidents around her. 

The basic set was white, very white -
as white as Nigel Triffitt Is sets are 
black. The.country town of' Hewitt's 
birth is shown as a series of very 
small,frail,almost two-dimensional 
images set right up the back of the 
stage. The scale a�d the sparsity of 
each image in the landscape rein
forced the sense of distance she felt 
about her past. 

The show opens with a powerful image
play of the folk-tale of Rapunzel. 
It's all bright colours and sma11, 
doll-like figures - Rapunzel, her 
parents, and the handsome prince. And 
an enormously out-sized costumed 
witch, about seven feet tall. The 
fairy tale was not accompanied by 
verse and the pace of the images 
varied bet ween the delicate and the 
brutal. 

Then the first poem was :introduced.. 
The poetry underscored the visuals 
pleyin.g about the set : a deliberately 
meandering wash of slides with brief 
:insert-s of puppet action. The poems 
are spoken by two actresses, Christine 
Mahoney as the young Rapunzel and 
.Jennifer Claire as the older Dorothy 
Hewitt. 

One recurring theme was of childhood 
games. The young Dorothy had a part
icular secret game which wasn't rev
ealed in the poem, but is dezoonstrated 
in the :iJilagery. A· small Victorian -
S"tyle doll (-which would have been 
made of po:t'celain., but in this case is 
latex), a little girl with• long, 
blonde hair, crisp blue dress and white 
shoes - a real AA. Milne type - plays 
with a big red :indiarubber ball. Doll 
and ball are on long rods. The game is 
played very slowly and delicately, 
just bouncing the ball and catching it. 
Around the time Wen the secret game 
is mentioned m the poem the ball 
rises and ·stays in the air and travels 
in a long arc upstage, with the little 
girl runn ·ng slowly after it, At the 
peak of the arc, and the high po:int :in 
the poem, they both stop. Then they 
both continue, down the arc and when 
they reach the ground she catches the 
ball. This scene was done twice - and 
was very strong both times. It was so 
long - a two-metre arc. I don't know my 
pi sums, but it tm1st have been some
thing like a 24-foot circle, and done 
at the pace of a second hand of a 
clock. It took close to a minute to go 
the whole di.stance. For me that was 
probably the strongest fusion of music 
voice and pu.ppet image in the show -
J)erl:laps because it was the least busy .. 

The musi c  was composed. and performed 
by Richard Vella, and overall supp
orted the work very well, often by a 
clear contradiction of style and pace., 
This was a challenge to the audience 
to do more than passively accept the 
gorgeous flow of images without much 
thought .. Dissonance abounded., with 
contrapuntal rhythms and clashing 
chords drawn from Bach, re.(l['esenting, 
in the words of the composer, "The 
decadence and clutter''of the mateI'
ialistic dream-culture of suburban. 
life. 

A film intervened about halfway 
through the piece, a "film noir" 
s equence of images - shadowy, ex
pressionistic and reminiscent of 
Mary Leunig's domestic hoITor cart
oons. It was in its way quite good, 
but its inclusion in the show brought 
to mind the mo st_ difficult c"hallenge 
of mixed-media performance - that is, 
sustaining a tight rein on the show's 
movement !'Whilst completing a readable 
view of its subject, in this case, a 
transp6sition to performance of the 
life and work of a creative ai:id orig
inal artist. 
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Overall the choice of puppetry as the 
main perfomance style seems to have 
been to make use of the medium's 
ability to transpor t the audience by 
its disembodied association of images. 
The puppetry was, however, presented 
with a degree of tentativeness and· 
even vague intention .. This was not 
because of the ,puppeteers• ability, 
but more perhaps because they needed 
more time in rehearsal to spend fam
iliarizing themselves with their 
characters' range of possibilities. 

Once this familiarization process is 
thoroughly and clearly set and then 
directed with clear intention then 
the 3.ppa.rent. virtuoso moments in 
the performance may be well prepared 
before the season commences. As it 
was the manipulation was, in the ma:in, 
very good indeed - yet a few key moll!-
ents seemed to be confused, as if the 
puppeteers were making do w:ith little 
idea of what they were doing. (For 
example, the -wardrobe scene, Were the 

contents tended to wave chaotically 
about, breaking up the focus of the 
scene.) 

The show was not without humour, but 
perhaps a stronger contact with the 
audience may have been made by allow
ing more humour to develop in some 
scenes. There could have been more 
direct response to the sudience. Being 
offered a look into someone's past is 
bound to wncourage you to be receptive 
and I couldn II t believe that her past 
was as f'rustrated;and disconnected 
f:rom the audience's experience 4s •the 
show made it seem. One little gest
ure tickled me: there was a tiny, 
eight-inch silhouette of Dorothy's 
father, standing with a w:indmill turn� 
ing slowly at one side and the sun 
over the hotel- on the other. With his 
little ann he is waving and11

Dorothy ,. 

is waving back, and then the wave � 
turns into him raising his hat to her. 
This was a delightful surprise. 

Hewitt II s creative· line seems to be 
strung all the wa:y from her child� 
hood - there is a childlike qua1ity 
about all her images.One poem mentions 
a journey back home with her husband. 
She notices how far she has come away 
from the place· of her childhood., and 
the show finishes with a call from 
the puppeteers, each appearing at the 
open, lit windows of the set and 
softly, soporifically singing the 
refrain, "Ah, Rap1.m.zel, let down your 
hall'". This was concluded by a final 
poem recited by Jennifer Claire -which 
left me feeling like I'd heard some
thing very private. It was a-wry 
summing-up of a past that has finally 
realised itself - intimatelY, and in 
public. 

PETER SEABORN 
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THE GHETTO MENTALITY 
The Financial Viability of the 
Puppet Theatre and the 
Building of Audiences 

AN OPINION TO ADVISE AND PROVOKE THE MODERN PUPPETEER, 
By ANN HOGARTH,(BRITADf). 

Ann Hogarth is co-director of HOGARTH PUPPETS in England, 
and is a very long established, well known and experienced 
puppeteer. 

Recently I have talked with
several people about two
aspects of present day puppetry
- what I call the Ghetto
Mentality of puppet players and
the apparent abandonment of
the idea that the puppet theatre
can or even should be
financially viable. To these two 
I think should be added a third
- the building of audiences -
for they are all linked together
in the present struggle of the
puppet theatre to survive in this
country as anything other than
a placebo for very small
children. 

By the Ghetto Mentality I
mean the apparent desire of
puppeteers to keep themselves
apart from 'live' theatre; to work
in theatres built expressly for
puppets; and to have buildings 
and centres catering solely to
their needs. In fact to paddle in 
their own pool and not venture
out into the ocean. But it is more
than that; for many puppeteers
take no heed of the rules which
govern in the 'live' theatre,
feeling they need not apply to
them. They do not, for instance,
think it necessary to have
voices powerful enough and
attractive enough to speak for
the figures they work; or to be
able to use a variety of voices
in order to interpret the different
characters. They do not study
stagecraft; find work under a
variety of experienced directors;
they appear in fact to think that
the wanting to be a puppeteer
is all that is necessary. 

On the other hand few puppet
players can now carry on 
without subsidies of one sort or
another - a situation which
would have been unthinkable
twenty years ago. One of the
causes of this is the very natural
and laudable desire of the
puppeteers to enjoy a better
standard of living. But it also
stems in part from the facts I
have set out above. If you
haven't the necessary power
and range of voice then you 
must employ speakers and buy 
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expensive and elaborate
recording and amplifying
equipment. If you cannot create
your own figures you must 
employ artists to do it for you. 
If you can't type or add up,
make your own bookings and
keep your own records then you
must employ administrative and
secretarial staff. Every time the
staff is increased the costs rise,
but it is still only the
performances that bring in the
money. More is not necessarily
better. Two Ruth Drapers, three
Gilli Wangs, four Marcel 
Marceaus - or even five
Obrastzovs would not be better
than one of each. The present
vogue for making very small
shows and severely limiting the
audience size also militates
against paying one's way.
However good a show, if it only
plays to a handful of people
each time it is almost impossible
for it to achieve recognition from
the public, to become in fact a
household name. Until there are
a number of companies whose 
names are known to the man in 
the street and not just to other
puppeteers there can be no real
demand for puppet theatre in
this country. 

This brings me to my third
point - the building of
audiences, by which I mean
regular audiences of the
ordinary theatre-going public. 
This cannot be achieved by
giving infant and primary school
children a plethora of 
performances, even if first-rate,
(and too often they are dull and
uninspired.) Any form of theatre
should be an exciting
experience - opening the
minds of the audience to all
sorts of emotions - pity, horror,
laughter, anger, contempt - a
whole range of feelings people
either don't experience or don't
indulge in daily life. The 
audience should feel that it (the
audience) is an essential part of 
the performance and has an
effect upon it - a spontaneous
effect, not one asked for by the

showman. When you have seen
and felt true audience
participation you realise how
harmful and spurious is the
'"e's be'ind yer", "Oh no 'e 
ain't'', "Oh yes 'e is" when it is 
artifically engineered. Unfortun
ately for many children it is now 
too late for them ever to react 
spontaneously and naturally at
a puppet show; their responses 
have been conditioned. My ,v• ..
grandson has never gone to a : 
puppet show since his primary · ...,. ____ _ 
primary sqhool days when he -p- i - -{ ' - -- - - .
used to get home ("absolutely 

I
_,..J..._; _ J_ , ·-rexhausted" to use his own • : 

words) after the prolonged 7 .:._ �( _: ' -- -meaningless shouting at the ___ -�--- -·, puppet showman's commands. 
So perhaps the question a "f" - - • - · ' ;· ,- - • - · 

puppeteer should ask before 1 - - - -[ - • • - · - ; 
embarking on the venture at all . :; :, · • - -, ·

is not: "Do I want to be a Puppet .. ��'-· •. i' . r -/, l
Showman?" but: "Am I 1 

- I\ ' ..--' 
physically and mentally properly 

- - ·r - , ] - - - : 
-,--- ; . r . ....  - . 

equipped for this demanding 1 1 
I 

1 : 
and rewarding life?" ·- - - •

1 : And if the answer is in the :
1 I' .L. 

affirmative then he should be ~,--·-•: 
- · · ·

prepared to start learning and �--•·,--·i'i 1; · '. T--

��';J:
ng 

sho�;
ginn

���u���ng :•. r·.-�.:. �; ,\. .. -,-�-- -:-
• everything back into it; living for · - ,- · 

absolutely nothing else; building L- ,.
up his skills and knowledge until -.-L.his reputation is such that he i 
can develop a large company if · · · ··, ·.
that is his wish and only then , ... .'.� apply for grants to enable him
to mount special spectacles to 
the benefit of himself, the
community, but most of all the
Puppet Theatre. 

YOUR .EDITOR IS WORRIED! 

"WHY? BECAUSE TWO THIRDS OF HIS READERS HAVE 
NOT YET RENEWED THEIR SUBSCRIPTION FOR 19841 

(Perhaps Big Brother is watching him afterall) 

PI&SE, SUBSCRIBE AND HELP THIS POOR FELLOW. 
···································

Send cheques, postal orders, etc for $10,00 
annnal subscription: 

To: MANIPULATION magazine, 
202 Park st,North Fitzroy,VIC,3068. 
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an 
Atnerican 

in Poland 
By DAVID MARQUIS, (USA) 

This May I was fortunate to be able to spend eighteen 
days on tour in Poland. This was my se cond trip, having 
come the year before to perform our show 11THE HISTORY OF 
THE WORLD11 at the Bielsko-Biala Festival. 

This time I travelled alone with my old friend Captain 
Leroy, the rwnrDiV sea captain. Captain Leroy is as large 
as me, and when I crossed the Czech border the guard 
opening Leroy's case muttered " gollem11 , which may be 
Czech, but is also yid.dish for someone 11risen from the 
dead"• 

In Poland I was the guest of Teatr Pinnokio in Lodz. 
(It• s pronounced. 11wootch11 , by the way) Yojciech Kobrz:yn
ski (Director) and Maria Kostrzewska (Scenographer) had 
arranged my stay, and technically I was now an employee 
of Pinnokio. I received for five shows the sum of 
2,000 zlotys plus expenses, the fee normally paid for an 
�ntire companyo 2,000 zlotys is also 15. 

•
. . 

It is fascinating for an American to visit the state
supported theatres of the Eastern Bloc. Pinnokio has 
around one hundred employees, twenty of which are actor-
puppeteers. Run like our larger theatres here, there are 
complete scenery, woodworking, costume, music, puppet 
and lighting crews. The company has a home base theatre 
and a touring bus. While I was in Lodz I Saw three 
productions: "Pinnokio", 11The Emperor's New Clothes" and 
11Miss Tuttli Puttli11 (an adult musical). 

Both children's shows were performed'with a good flair 
for action, using·both masked actors and puppets. 

11Miss Tuttli Puttli11 was quite a treat, performed with 
grotesquely real-looking life-size puppets. In this 
story of greed we meet the gang of millionaire s who 
drool and grovel at the feet of Tuttli Puttli, the 
YOrld1s greatest whore. Tuttli doesn't want them, how
ever, and instead sends her lover the sea captain across 
the sea on an exploit of colonialism. He ends by aband
oning Tuttli for the native queen, becoming a c:ra.el 
ruler in the processo 

Acted with great style and sung w:i..th gusio, this was 
certainly an unusual piece, and well worth seeing. 
'Whether "'l'uttli Puttli" falls down as being sexist or 
jumps this lies in the dialogue, and my Polish is no
where near good enough to judge. 

In I.cdz I did shows for both adu.l ts and children at a 
school, Pinnokio Theatre and three "Dom Kultury" (the 
government-run community centres). Audiences were en
thusiastic, arid after each show I received bouquets of 
flowers. After the first week Maria's apartment looked 
like a funeral parlour. 

One short word on my favourite Polish thing • •• names. 
Like the Brothers Karamazov the Poles all have several 
names. My hostess was Maria Baron Kostrzewski, Gretcha 
to her acquaintances, unless you are a good friend (maJ.eD 

. in 'Which case you call her "isha" or (female) 11ishu". 
Since I am six feet tall and she is well under five,·I 
use 11 ishka11 , 'Which is the diminutive. 

Vodka is no longer on the ration cards but everything. 
else is. Poland is paved with red tape these days. Rat
ion cards for al.I bas ics from sugar to gasoline are 
issued. 

At the end of my second week we were getting low on food 
so I said to Ishka: 11:U:,ok 1 There are · still three coup
ons left on your card & 11 ·she replied "Yes, beef bones, 
ox bones, and fat. 11 Soup anyone ? Of course, with my 
pockets :f'ull of dollars I could go to Pewex, the offic
ial luxury shop that only accepts foreign currency. 
There I stood on line with twenty other people, all 
clutching dollars. 'When I got to the counter they were 
amazed to meet a foreigner. Many Poles rely on smaJ.l 
gifts of money from friends abroad to make ends meet. 

I was invited to come the two hundred miles to Gdansk to 
present my show. Now we talk about touring here, but put,. 
yourself in my positiono 400 miles round trip with a gas" 
coupon good for a gallon and a half per monthl Inck, 
fortitude, and a black market connection will come in 
handy if you plan to use a car 'When you visit. 

Arriving in Gdansk was fascinating. This old city seems 
s plit in half between parts that look like Amsterdam 
with cobblestone streets, and the shipyards with their 
row upon row of giant cranes perched above the water. 

The theatre I would be working in was the Miniatura, 
and when I arrived I found a lovely theatre with a rough 
wooden stage. This seemed a contrast until I went back
stage and realized the theatre was used for rod puppets. 
The ten foot by forty foot pit had been.floorea over for 
my two performances t This was just another exa.pmle of 
the Poles' nearly obse ssive hospitality. 

I returned to LOdz in time to say goodbye to all my new 
friends before dashing to 'Warsaw on Ma,y 1st. All over 
the country small 11 official11 parades were taking place 
while the much larger Solidarity marches were being 
hosed down a few blocks away. 'We were a.mused to watch 

.films on television of the huge workers• parades held 
in America. Later, Hem-yk Pijanowski and his lovely 
wife showed me aroun9" the old city. Henryk is the dir
ector of Teatr Frask.a, which has over 200 people in 
three touring groups. The next day I left a sad Henryk 
at the airpot as he wanted me to stay and see more. But 
my visa was up and there is only one flight a week. 

A last -word on politics, which is indivisable from Pol
ish life. The people I met kept up their good spirits 
and were ready to help frie:ids �enev:}r they could. 
Polish puppeteers, like stage actors here, Imlst be 
union members. Recently, the government 'dissolved' 
their union and created a new one. lib.ether our friends 
will have to join the government union in order to work 
only time and their courage will answer. 

DAVID MARQUIS is the director of Marquis Studios, N.Y.C. 
Tb.is yea:r he -will re·l;urn to Poland for a month long tour 
before going to the Dresden Conference. 

Thanks to HELEN RICKARDS 
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THE GHETTO MENTALITY 
The Financial Viability of the 
Puppet Theatre and the 
Building of Audiences 

AN OPINION TO ADVISE AND PROVOKE THE MODERN PUPPETEER, 
By ANN HOGARTH,(BRITADf). 

Ann Hogarth is co-director of HOGARTH PUPPETS in England, 
and is a very long established, well known and experienced 
puppeteer. 

Recently I have talked with
several people about two
aspects of present day puppetry
- what I call the Ghetto
Mentality of puppet players and
the apparent abandonment of
the idea that the puppet theatre
can or even should be
financially viable. To these two 
I think should be added a third
- the building of audiences -
for they are all linked together
in the present struggle of the
puppet theatre to survive in this
country as anything other than
a placebo for very small
children. 

By the Ghetto Mentality I
mean the apparent desire of
puppeteers to keep themselves
apart from 'live' theatre; to work
in theatres built expressly for
puppets; and to have buildings 
and centres catering solely to
their needs. In fact to paddle in 
their own pool and not venture
out into the ocean. But it is more
than that; for many puppeteers
take no heed of the rules which
govern in the 'live' theatre,
feeling they need not apply to
them. They do not, for instance,
think it necessary to have
voices powerful enough and
attractive enough to speak for
the figures they work; or to be
able to use a variety of voices
in order to interpret the different
characters. They do not study
stagecraft; find work under a
variety of experienced directors;
they appear in fact to think that
the wanting to be a puppeteer
is all that is necessary. 

On the other hand few puppet
players can now carry on 
without subsidies of one sort or
another - a situation which
would have been unthinkable
twenty years ago. One of the
causes of this is the very natural
and laudable desire of the
puppeteers to enjoy a better
standard of living. But it also
stems in part from the facts I
have set out above. If you
haven't the necessary power
and range of voice then you 
must employ speakers and buy 
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expensive and elaborate
recording and amplifying
equipment. If you cannot create
your own figures you must 
employ artists to do it for you. 
If you can't type or add up,
make your own bookings and
keep your own records then you
must employ administrative and
secretarial staff. Every time the
staff is increased the costs rise,
but it is still only the
performances that bring in the
money. More is not necessarily
better. Two Ruth Drapers, three
Gilli Wangs, four Marcel 
Marceaus - or even five
Obrastzovs would not be better
than one of each. The present
vogue for making very small
shows and severely limiting the
audience size also militates
against paying one's way.
However good a show, if it only
plays to a handful of people
each time it is almost impossible
for it to achieve recognition from
the public, to become in fact a
household name. Until there are
a number of companies whose 
names are known to the man in 
the street and not just to other
puppeteers there can be no real
demand for puppet theatre in
this country. 

This brings me to my third
point - the building of
audiences, by which I mean
regular audiences of the
ordinary theatre-going public. 
This cannot be achieved by
giving infant and primary school
children a plethora of 
performances, even if first-rate,
(and too often they are dull and
uninspired.) Any form of theatre
should be an exciting
experience - opening the
minds of the audience to all
sorts of emotions - pity, horror,
laughter, anger, contempt - a
whole range of feelings people
either don't experience or don't
indulge in daily life. The 
audience should feel that it (the
audience) is an essential part of 
the performance and has an
effect upon it - a spontaneous
effect, not one asked for by the

showman. When you have seen
and felt true audience
participation you realise how
harmful and spurious is the
'"e's be'ind yer", "Oh no 'e 
ain't'', "Oh yes 'e is" when it is 
artifically engineered. Unfortun
ately for many children it is now 
too late for them ever to react 
spontaneously and naturally at
a puppet show; their responses 
have been conditioned. My ,v• ..
grandson has never gone to a : 
puppet show since his primary · ...,. ____ _ 
primary sqhool days when he -p- i - -{ ' - -- - - .
used to get home ("absolutely 

I
_,..J..._; _ J_ , ·-rexhausted" to use his own • : 

words) after the prolonged 7 .:._ �( _: ' -- -meaningless shouting at the ___ -�--- -·, puppet showman's commands. 
So perhaps the question a "f" - - • - · ' ;· ,- - • - · 

puppeteer should ask before 1 - - - -[ - • • - · - ; 
embarking on the venture at all . :; :, · • - -, ·

is not: "Do I want to be a Puppet .. ��'-· •. i' . r -/, l
Showman?" but: "Am I 1 

- I\ ' ..--' 
physically and mentally properly 

- - ·r - , ] - - - : 
-,--- ; . r . ....  - . 

equipped for this demanding 1 1 
I 

1 : 
and rewarding life?" ·- - - •

1 : And if the answer is in the :
1 I' .L. 

affirmative then he should be ~,--·-•: 
- · · ·

prepared to start learning and �--•·,--·i'i 1; · '. T--

��';J:
ng 

sho�;
ginn

���u���ng :•. r·.-�.:. �; ,\. .. -,-�-- -:-
• everything back into it; living for · - ,- · 

absolutely nothing else; building L- ,.
up his skills and knowledge until -.-L.his reputation is such that he i 
can develop a large company if · · · ··, ·.
that is his wish and only then , ... .'.� apply for grants to enable him
to mount special spectacles to 
the benefit of himself, the
community, but most of all the
Puppet Theatre. 

YOUR .EDITOR IS WORRIED! 

"WHY? BECAUSE TWO THIRDS OF HIS READERS HAVE 
NOT YET RENEWED THEIR SUBSCRIPTION FOR 19841 
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This May I was fortunate to be able to spend eighteen 
days on tour in Poland. This was my se cond trip, having 
come the year before to perform our show 11THE HISTORY OF 
THE WORLD11 at the Bielsko-Biala Festival. 

This time I travelled alone with my old friend Captain 
Leroy, the rwnrDiV sea captain. Captain Leroy is as large 
as me, and when I crossed the Czech border the guard 
opening Leroy's case muttered " gollem11 , which may be 
Czech, but is also yid.dish for someone 11risen from the 
dead"• 

In Poland I was the guest of Teatr Pinnokio in Lodz. 
(It• s pronounced. 11wootch11 , by the way) Yojciech Kobrz:yn
ski (Director) and Maria Kostrzewska (Scenographer) had 
arranged my stay, and technically I was now an employee 
of Pinnokio. I received for five shows the sum of 
2,000 zlotys plus expenses, the fee normally paid for an 
�ntire companyo 2,000 zlotys is also 15. 

•
. . 

It is fascinating for an American to visit the state
supported theatres of the Eastern Bloc. Pinnokio has 
around one hundred employees, twenty of which are actor-
puppeteers. Run like our larger theatres here, there are 
complete scenery, woodworking, costume, music, puppet 
and lighting crews. The company has a home base theatre 
and a touring bus. While I was in Lodz I Saw three 
productions: "Pinnokio", 11The Emperor's New Clothes" and 
11Miss Tuttli Puttli11 (an adult musical). 

Both children's shows were performed'with a good flair 
for action, using·both masked actors and puppets. 

11Miss Tuttli Puttli11 was quite a treat, performed with 
grotesquely real-looking life-size puppets. In this 
story of greed we meet the gang of millionaire s who 
drool and grovel at the feet of Tuttli Puttli, the 
YOrld1s greatest whore. Tuttli doesn't want them, how
ever, and instead sends her lover the sea captain across 
the sea on an exploit of colonialism. He ends by aband
oning Tuttli for the native queen, becoming a c:ra.el 
ruler in the processo 

Acted with great style and sung w:i..th gusio, this was 
certainly an unusual piece, and well worth seeing. 
'Whether "'l'uttli Puttli" falls down as being sexist or 
jumps this lies in the dialogue, and my Polish is no
where near good enough to judge. 

In I.cdz I did shows for both adu.l ts and children at a 
school, Pinnokio Theatre and three "Dom Kultury" (the 
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DAVID MARQUIS is the director of Marquis Studios, N.Y.C. 
Tb.is yea:r he -will re·l;urn to Poland for a month long tour 
before going to the Dresden Conference. 

Thanks to HELEN RICKARDS 
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'heres the puppeteer'? 
" 

Yell, folks, here it is,. the MANIPULATION PUPPETEER SURVEY (or sort of anyway). 
All puppeteers, companies, groups, individuals who use puppets in any way are 
invited to give a brief outline ot yourselves for the following issues of this 
magazineo I decided it would be good to do something like this to save me 

cavorting all over the place with a tape recorder in one hand and a camera in 
tlle other (not to mention the expense). Being a puppeteer of sorts myself, I am 
naturally interested in what other puppeteers are doing and where they are, per--

chance I'm :in the area. The Hand.span interview in this issue reveaJ.ed the problem 
of Australian puppeteers lmow:i.ng little about their coll.eagues in other parts of 

this country. So, here•s a chance to rectify things a little - you•re th.ere alright, 
and no doubt doing some interest:ing stuff 1 

A SURVEY 
1To assist you in writing or taping an outline of yourselves I've written out a few topics below as a guide.You can 
,ignore some or all of these topics if' you wish but it wuld be much more useful to readers if you answered some of 
·t�em,partic1:1larly mE BA.SICS. 

Ple·ase send black and white photos or drawings as well.These and tape cassettes will be returned as requested. 
If' you know of' any puppeteers who don't subscribe to MANIPOLATION,let them in on the survey - they must be included 
as well. 

THE BASICS: 
WHO YOU ARE AND YHAT YOJ ARE. 
Please give the name of your theatre or group,where you are based (address and postal address), 
names of people to contact and a phone number would be usef'ul. 
The field is open as to what you are,whether you. be sn individual or company that works exclus
ively with puppets,a the�tre that combines puppetry with other techniques or is open to using 
puppets Were appropriate,someone from another field who uses puppets for specific purposes or 
an experimental theatre using puppets or other objects in a performing context, etc. 
Please describe briefly what you are in this sense. 

BACKGROlJIID: 
HOY YOU BlllAME A PUPPETEER,COllPANY Oil GROUP. 
Please include any training or experience you have had. 

TECHNIQUE: 
This includes types of puppets you use,manipula.tion technique,styles of presentation and the 
context in 'Which you use puppets/objects if this applies. 

AUDIENCES AND VENUES: 
What audiences you aim at why. What you want to achieve with your audience and CO!lllllUD.icate to 
them,the kind of material/them_es you use and how you select it. 
If you have performed to a variety of groups ( eg different ages,handicapped, etc) how do they 
compare? Please be specific on age groups. 
In Wat way do you aim to have your audiences participate in your perfo:rmances? Include your 
experiences-successes and f'ailures :if" you wish. 
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'heres the puppeteer. 
ORGANISATION: 
This is aimed at groups or companies,however,if you are an individual and it applies,feel f ree 
to answer. 
HOV YOU YORK AS A GROUP. 
To "What degree do you specialise and how does this influence your creativity,performances, 
productions? 
Have you worked with a company/group on a specific project? 

TRAJNJNG AND DEVELOPMENT. 
Tra:i.nmg in this context can mean a formal course,workshops or working with skilled people. 
What kind of training or extra tra.1ning do you need? 
Any ideas on training and how to get it? 
In lib.at areas do you feel there is a lack of skilled people for puppetry? 
If skilled people or tra.ining was available in the areas you need what directions would you 
develop in? 
Do you offer training? (Please state when,where and how much,) 

YOUR WORK/CREATIVE PHILOSOPHY. 

YOUR VIEWS ON AUSTRALIAN PUPPETRY. 

SOME SHOYS YOU HAVE DONE/ARE DDJNG. 

EXPERIENCE AND PROBLEMS OF OVERSEAS/JNTERSTATE/COUNTRY TOURS. 

MANIPULA.TION MACAZINE. 
That purpose does it/should it serve? What format would you like and how often would you 
like to receive it? What would you like it to include? 

SEND YOUR ARTIC!JlS,CASSETTES AND PHOTOS TO: 
202 Park st 
NORTH FITZROY, 
VICTORIA, 3068 
AUSTRALIA 

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 15th of JULY 84' 

1/, 

It would be great if there were enough outlines to devote most of next issue to - a reference on Australian puppet, 
theatres and puppeteers - the mind boggles! 
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TWO WAYANG KULIT PERFORMANCES 

"Peran3 Kembar13" 
(The Flowery Battle) 
The Flowery Battle is one of' the moat beautit'ul fragments 
of the all-night wa.yang plq, traditionally occurring 
after midnight between 1. 30 and 2. 30 am. It is a symbolic 
confrontation between good and evil. The good side is 
represented by· a refined hero ( in this fragment he is 
Prince Arjuna) 1lho is always accompanied by four mentor-
servant-clowns, each representing a virtue., The bad side 
ia represented by Chakil (the fa:nged ogre) and hia fell
ows WO are accompanied by tw servant-clo'Wlls of the bad 
side. 

After the traditional musical overture the dalang sings 
the mood-song 11Pathet Sa.nga Wantah.11, indicating that it 
is past midnight. The Dalang then narrates how Prfuce 
Arjuna and his four followers (Semar, G-areng, Petruk and 
Bagong), after visiting the Prince's Holy grand.father
priest,descend from the mountain hermitage. On the 
screen they are seen descending from the mountain. and 
passing through the fields and. villages. The Dalang1 s 
iiarration describes how the villagers (not shown) line 
the roadside to welcome their prince. 

The Prince and his retinue stop at the edge of a for
est. The Dalang1s narration describes how the wild 
beasts flee in panic, shouting to each other not to 
dare harm the prince, and how the birds chirp happily 
:in the treetops, throwing down their fruits in homage 
to the prince. 

In th'e ensuing dialogue the Prince questions his follow
ers ··aboutthe forest. Infomed of its dangers, he is 
never�eless determined to cross it to test his courage 
and strength - the servants coneur. The Dalang' s mood
song accompanies the entrance into the forest. 

Inside danger is looming. Ogres from another land, on 
their way to Amarta, are lost in the forest. Seeing 
Arjuna they approach to ask for directions. On the 
screen we see Chakil, Pragalba, Togog and Sarawita 
advancing toward the Prince. They stop Arjuna, "and ·the 
Dalang1s mood-song illustrates the tension of the 
meeting. Chakil gets into a quarrel with Arjuna, and 
the Flower-.f Battle begins. Chakil is finally killed 
by his own Kris (Javanese knife, like a wriggling 
snake frozen stiff and flat). 

Pragalba appears and is shocked to see his comrade dead. 
He carries him off. Pragalba and Arjuna· challenge ·each 
other. Pragalba charges, and there is a fierce battle. 
Pragalba finally siezes Arjuna, beating, biting and 
trying to devour 11:i.m. 

Gathutkacha, Arjuna's flying nephew who has been sent 
to find him, is seen hovering in the sky. He swoops 
down and strikes Pragalba. Praga.lba and Gathutkacha 
challenge each other. In the ensuing battle Pragalba 
and another of the bad followers, Rambutgeni, are 
killed, their heads severed by Gathutka.cha Is steely 
fingers. Gathutkacha is welcomed by Arjuna and his 
followers. 

Tancheb ka.yon (The End) 

Gaihu1 k<tchq 

Chokil 

-the. pr-i nee.. 

I can't easily explain the thrill and excitement that the opportunity-of 
seeing a genuine Javanese shadow show first hand held for me. I doubt that 
the chance will arise again for many years in Britain ; but the pa.eked 
house that enjoyed this amazing event were enthralled. Everyone was treated 
to a plate of Javanese delicacies of the type normally eaten·during the · 
performance of the Wayang in Java : a wierd assortment· of cakes and 
pastries - essential to susta:in one through a nine-hour show. On this occ
asion the shortened version of the Ramayana was played, the 11Pakeliran 
Pad.at", lasting three hours. 

With the singers and the members of the eighteen-piece Gamelan orchestra 
seated and the Dalang's assistants preparing the first puppets to be 
placed upon the screen, the Dalang, B. Subono, entered and to· the vibrantly 
throbbing Gamelan music he started the show. On each·side of the screen 
dozens of figures stood in banana stems - the good to the right, the evil 
to the left. The Gunungan was whisked away with great- flair from the centre 
of the screen, and to chants and sounds of gongs the first shadow charact
ers appeared. Many of the characters in this short-hand version are easily 
distinguished: small, delicate Sinta, huge wicked Rahwana, Anoman the monk
ey general, and the elaborately crowned and winged monkey-king Sugriwa. 

I was instantly astonished by the clarity of the shadows, much crisper 
than I had expected ; f!'very perforation of the wondrous uutting was··visible. 
Amazing too was the stunning diversity of movement that·th-e D'ala:ng .. wa.s ·able 
to create from the figures .. Such grace and dignity combined with· fantastic·· 
strength was not just the result of clever technique but -an· amazing feeling 
and devotion. The comic characters were· in a class of the:ir··ovm -... - no wonder 
the Javanese people love them so much 1 The hilariou·s antics·of Semar and 
his sons Petruk, Gaveng and Bagong have to be seen to be believed. Petruk• s 
gyrat:ing dance defies description but was a fine example of the great skill 
of the Dalang. 

The astonishing slickness of this complicated. performance is a lesson for 

'• 

k 1 • 

all puppeteers. On the Dalang' s side of the screen (the male's· side in Java) 

"' p a stunning display of skill was to be seen as the lazy giant Kumbukarna 

a e I ra 
n fought off marauding monkeys and attackers in a terrific fight, finally 

I 1 
pinning six of them with his ovn weight against the screen - breathtaking! 

The lamp illuminating the screen lit the golden bodies of the figures and 
reflected light onto the faces of the musicians, giving a magical glow to 

R 

d t,, their concentrated looks, To stand amongst the Gamelan orchestra is a 

a 
fabulous experience. The musicians played with vigour, making the whole -

a 
theatre pulsate with exotic sounds until Sinta and Rama were united and 
the Gunungan - the tree of life - was replaced in the centre of the screen.. 
What a tremendous experience ! Every element of drama was there - it was 
the most complete theatrical event I have ever seen. 

The stories played out in the Wayang Kulit, or 
shadow puppet play, a.re derived from the two great 
epic po ems of Hindu culture - the Ramayana and the 
Mahabaharata.. 

Tb.e RAMAYANA is the oldest of the two, believed to 
have been composed by the Indian Sage Valmaki around 
500 BC. It tells of the adventures of Prince Rama, 
and how, with the help of his monkey-king allies, he 
rescues his wife S:i.ta from the Demon King. In the 
Waya.ng Kuli t performance cycle the 18 stories that 
make up the Ramayana a.re performed on l8successive 
nights, between 9pm and 5am.. 

The MAHABHARATA is a more complex work, with tna:ny 
heroes, gods, kings, queens, giants, delllOns and· 
monkeys with magical powers. It deals with the 
exploits of the Bharata fam:i.ly, culminating in the 
great war of the Bharatas, which occurred around 
900 BC. There· are 147 stories in the Mababaharata, 
and it is the longest poem in the world, running · · 
to around 220,000 lines .. The author is believed··to 
have been Krishna Dwa.ipayana., and researchers place 
the date of composition somewhere between 500 and 
50 oo. 

SIMON F. IDCKIEY 

(Reprinted from the British UNIMA. Bullet:in, July 1982) 

1he, E,u11L1n3aJ"\ 
"ti\<- -rree. "f- life 
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HANDSPAN is cuITently in London with its productions of 
nSECRETS" and 11STREET'WIS� 11, as part of the program for 
Puppet Theatre • 84, an International F estiva� of all 
fonns of Animation on stage and screen, April 23rd to 
May 6th. From there the theatre• s production of "SECRETS" 
has seasons in Paris, Brussels and the USA. 

Judging by its great success at the Festival dei Due 
Mondi (Festival of Two Worlds) in Spoleto, Italy last 
year, Hand.span looks � be on the brink of really m� 
it internationally and hence deserves all our support 1n 
this adventure, as it develops greater international 
interest in Australian puppetry, much to all our benefit. 

The following article is an edited transcript from an 
interview by Richard Hart with Andrew Hansen and Winston 
Appleyard both of Hand.span Theatre, during the season 
of 11SECRETs11 at the 110ff-Braodway Theatre" in Sydney in 
January this year. 

Q. What is your basic work philosophy ? 

Winston: To wrk. 
Andrew: We•ve always seen ourselves as a touring comp

a.ny0 Ye don•t necessarily see ourselves as 
puppeteers but more as a theatre generally that 
uses the technique of puppetry. Philosophically 
we want to tour to bring good, original Aust
ralian theatre to people using whatever effects 
are required to do that and to educate people 
into enjoying a different kind of theatre (not 
just actors). The emphasis in our work is on 
the visual primarily, with dialogue, etc. of 
secondary importance. 

Q. You've been described as an innovative theatre ldlat
is 2,our reaction to this ? 

Andrew: We are not out in competition with any other 
cdmpany, we have our own little area we want 
to investigate. Certainly we are innovative in 
that we experiment all the time with style, how 
to present stuff, and occasionally our experi
ments fail, all artists are like thato Melbourne 
seems to have a small group of performance art
ists Wo are working particularly visually, e.g. 
Katy Bowman in 11TRANSFIGURATIONS11 and Lizey Pat
erson's 110LD LADY AT THE WINDOW11, and we a.re a 
theatre that is moving that way also. 

Q. When you develop ideas, do you start with a theme and 
see where it leads stylistically or are you just int
erested in playing around with different techniques 
and styles? 

Winston: We set ourselves a task, design something, then 
work out how to use it in a show. We alwizy-s use 
very traditional, strict routines. We don•t gO 
into a workshop and 11arty fart11 around for weeks 
to find some growth, we find that a wasteful 
thing. 

Q. Do you work in specialised roles? 

Andrew: We use the people of that particular skill to do 
that particular job. I think we are a fairly 
democratic company in that anybody in the 
rehearsal room is free to speak and contribute. 
11SECRETS 11 and "STREETWISE" sulminated like this. 
We have a good pool of people who have been 
working in the theatre area for at least 5 and 
up to 10 years. Also we hold company meetings 
annually and everybody is asked what they would 
like to do and how they would like to see the 
future of the company. 

Q. Is this how you normally select material·? 

Andrew: Well, we•ve recently started this method. Every
body says what they would like to see the comp
any do shows on for the follow:ing year and these 
are narrowed down by votes to a workable number 
Wich everyone is more or less happy witho From 
this we have a direction to follow and we stick 
to it. 

Q. What are your sources of income ? 

Andrew: Basically we're funded by three groups: the 
Theatre Board of the Australia Council ooe 

Winston: Sometimes. 
Andrew: Yes,and the Victorian Ministry for the Arts, 

and sponsors ( which are very few and don't give 
us much). Actual income is generated mostly 
from children• s shows, touring city, country 
and interstate. 

Q. What is your attitude towards children as an audience 
and what do you aim to communicate to them ? 

Andrew: We believe you should never put to children 
that Wich you wouldn't put to an adult aud
ience and engage the adult mind with as well. 
We -wrk toward high quality theatre for child
ren and adults. We believe that theatre must be 
saying something, but we don't want to be 
documentary, we want to entertain and we want 
children to learn something about themselves 
and the world we live in. 

Q. 'What sort of differences do you experience between 
adults and children as audiences ? 

Winston: 'fa me they• re very similar, kids are capable of 
enjoying adult things. 
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Q. no yo u have a particular age group in mind ? 

Winston: With "STREETWISE" the ages are from 5 to upper 
primary. We found that because of the tech
niques and content involved it also held a lot 
of interest for adultso 

Andrew: I think if there is a difference it's that kids 
haven't been taught theatre ma.Dners like clapp
ing at the end of each song and not yelling outo 
They a:t'e great because they communicate, they 
tell you if you're boring, lm.ereas adults just 
sit there and say it to themselveso 

Q. On the topic of audience participation, do you feel
the need to physically involve children in an activ
ity or involve them in a spectator capacity ? 

Winston: I think it becomes an exercise in riot control 
basically. Problems arise -when you involve the 
audience and take them somewhere then sa;y Bye 
Bye, leaving them at a suspended pitch. 

Andrew: We have done audience participation (physical) 
things in the past, but presently not in the 
shows we•re running oeo The audience is partic
ipating, to me, if they are intent on your work, 
ii' they are watching closely they are particip
ating and any performer knowso You come onto 
the stage and give the energy and then an aud
ience that is participating can stop still in 
their seats and give you the energy back, the 
more you give to them the more they give back, 
and that• s participation. 

Q0 How do you handle conflicts in the group (Hanspan) ? 

Winston: we• re. all pretty mad people and if somebody is 
upset we a11 let each other know and it1 s out 
front innnediatelyo Some people might come into 
the dressing room after a show and see our 
slanging matches, but without themwe• d be much 
worse offo 

Andrew: We'd bottle it up and it W>Uld come out in the 
performance. 

Q. Has anyone ever left Hand.span through disagreement? 

Andrew: Yes, I have, but I've come back. Members can 
leave to work in other areas or for other 
companies, but they can always come back, often 
welcomed with open arms. 

Q. Do you ever get bored with performing in the same 
show for long periods? 

Andrew: It's inevitable at some stageo Boredom is a 
very :interesting thing for a performer, because 
if it's affecting the performance he muat in
ject something new and that can be a point of 
discovering something new about your role, your 
manipulation or the way you're moving. 

Q0 How do you see the state of puppetry in Australia? 

W inston: 
Andrew: 
Winston: 

This is my 10th year in the game. 
You're getting very old. (laughter) 
I think it's going pretty poorly at 

Q. In what w.y?

the moment. 

Winston: Well, since the closing of the Tasmanian 
Puppet Theatre in 1980 an avenue was lost, 
because that company used to import a lot of 
international and Australian directors, actors 
and puppeteers. We've been in Sydney for a 
couple of weeks now and know of no-one else 
ap a.rt from the Ml'A. 

Q. Are you in a position to know about toher puppet 
companies? Do you feel there are almost no weys 
of finding out ? 

Winston: 

Andrew: 

Well, so much of puppetry is in the hands o� 
people who do it as a craft;hobby and don't 
have grounding in theatre, that is theatrical
ity, Wich is the essence when you get dow. to 
it, and they starve themselves, there• s no room. 
They can only go a very limited distance and 
then repeat themselves constantly. 
Become formulaic. One of the things about pupp
etry in Australia is the desperate need for 
training, I don't necessarily mean forma1 
training in a school, but somelx:ldy who's rea1ly 
skilled passing on their ideas to other people. 
I don1 t think there are enough scriptwriters or 
directors for puppet theatr e, particularly 
scriptwriters. It is very difficult to find 
them for vision and movement, they mostly make 
scripts too wrdy. A script writer must be 
aware of the practical limits of this area and 
see that things wrk better in an extremely 
stylized fashion. 

A scene from "'STREETWISE .., 1�s3

11 There is enormous interest in Euro.Pe, and a rea1 · 
curiosity about Australian theatre, a real ex
citement about what is developing here. 11 

ANDREY HANSEN 
(From a Hand.span press release) 

q·. Ho.ii did "SECRETS1' start ? -

Andrew: What we got initially from Nigel Triffi tt was 
the soundtrack and some drawings and given that, 
Hand.span was going to spend a lot of time in the 
workshop. There have been around eight versions 
of the soundtrack since. · 
We went into the rehearsal studio, Nigel would 
say what he Wcmted and what we could scrounge up. 
Much of the stuff in the show is re verse garbage 

type stuff, often it was cheaper to 1:uy objects 
than to make them, eg. the fens, the blin.dso 
From the re, we made some things and started 
putting it together and after about 8 weeks we 
did three performances where people were invited 
in to see the work in progress, changes were 
made, and the logistics of moving around on 
stage smoothed out. 
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Q. So it evolved and changed with feedback ? 
And2-ev: Yes. 
Q. 'What is the show aiming to communicate ? 
Andrew: llhen Ken Evans and Helen Rickards went to Eu.rope 

in 1981 doing 11THE BUNYIP OF BERKELEY'S CREEK", 
Europe at that time wasn't really nice, John 
Lennon had been shot just six months before, the 
Pope had been attacked., there were bombings, and 
the threat of nuclear war hanging over everyone 
- there was an urge within the company to say 
something about this, and so it evolved into 
this show. At ti.mes it's very difficult for 
people to see these bits in it, but that was the
initial thrust of ito 

Q. You all had an idea of Wat you wanted to say in the 
show? 

Andrew: Yes. Nigel came up with an 11 oblique11 , he didn't 
actually spell it out in so many words, b ut the 
imagery and the action is based on these things, 
partly in :terms of the personal, but then the 
personal is overrided to a wrld acaJ.e. You live 
in the world, you lmow ! Sometimes you wake up 
in the morning and listen to the radio and thmk 
110h my God, why do people do these things ? 
What's happened to them ? 11 and "SECRE'!'S 11 goes a. 
little bit of the way to tell you why I can kill 
you, you can kill and anybody walking in the 
street can kill if necessary, if the conditions 
are right - pretty heavy stuff. 

Q. Do you think you've actually communicated that, from 
the feedback you've received? 

.Andrew: I 1 m not sure. I think a lot of the emphasis in 
Italy and Sydney has been on interpretations of 
the Nigel Triffitt personal life stuff. 

Q. That1s what the show's seen to be about? 
.lndrew: Yes, that• s not necessarily the company' s view

point, but that• s the- :way we relate to it at 
times. (To Winston) Do you relate to it as 
you've just been adopted and your real mother's 
gone away? 

Winston: Yell, it• s a mixture of both. 
Andrew: It is for me tooo 
Winston: When we were rehearsing we understood Nigel had 

his own idea about the meaning of the show, but 
he di.dn.'t want the puppeteer to necessarily go 
along with it, bllt make up his own story. You 
know, we111 work it out later, let 1 s put the 
images together firstf we just had to trust tot
ally in Nigel. He brought his drawings and we 
animated them. 

Q. It seems to me, from 'Wb.at you are sey-ing, that the
show is predominantly a visual and audio experience 
rather than an overt communication of a content. As 
far as the meaning is concerned, you all have your 
Olill personal interpretation? 

Andrew: Yes, I think that everyone in the audience has 
a different relationship "With it too. When in 
the audience, you choose subjectively or ob
jectively the things that mean something to you. 

"Yinston: It1 s very mu.ch like these ink blot imag�s, they 
suggest a meaning. It relies on how it affects 
you emotionally, intelle�t doesn't come into it 
very much at all. 

Andrew: If you tr9 to intellectualise about it yo�•11 
probably flag very quickly, fight like mad and 
say "Oh I don•t understand It 1 11 ib.ereas if 
you sit there and go 110h, that rem:inds me of 
o •• II 

Winston: You've got to relax into ito 
Andrew: When you dream, the brain churns back to you 

images and things unrelated in the day. r.n a 
dream you don't ask llby it 1 s there, you just 
accept it, then worry about it next morning. 

Winston: That's how we like the audiences to see it, just 
come and relax. 

Andrew: non•t fight ito 

11SECRETS 11 Cast and crew - current tour. 
From left; Andrew Hansen, John Rogers Lizz Talbot 
Winston Appleyard, Philip Lethlean, P�ter James Wilson, 
Paul Judd. Tour manager; Helen Rickards. Director; 
Director; Nigel Triffitt. 

Q. Do you thmk you1ve succeeded in that ? 
Vinston: Oh yes, many times. One girl "Who had seen the

show was very upset that she 1 d been to a thing 
for l¼ hours and not understood anything of 
what she saw. But then the other night a woman 
was clutching a box in tears, looking at all 
the death and destruction after the show. She 
was wonderful to go with the flow like that0 

At this point I asked a question about the styles in the 
design of 11SECRETS11, particularly "What I saw as being 
Japanese and Islamic .influences. This brought Wat 
seemed to be a defensive response from Andrew and Winston 
with some of their replies being • 00 

Winston: Ye11, basically we•re travelled people. There's 
more to the world than just Australiao 

Andrew: Why should Australian companies be limited in 
artistic vocabulary to Aboriginal corroburees, 
koalas in gum trees, pies, FJ Holdens and 
beaches ? 

From these replies I 1.lil.derstood that these elements of 
other cultures were to evoke a sense of worldliness and 
the defensiv eness I sensed was from previous press 
reactions: "Elements of Kabuki and Noh" .� they did not 
WBD.t to be seen as imitating these styleso 

Winston: All we• re doing is taking the best of whcd. 
we've seeno 

Andrew: I just love it when you read the stuff' that 
says "elements of Kabuki and Noh11 and you go 
"Maybe they're right, but I don•t lmow I 
That• s what people say it is and that's alright 
for them." 1 

'Winston: It shows they re thinking about it, fair enough0 

Andrew: The Italians talked about "robots landing in
Dj,sneylan.d" and "Battleship Potempkin". I went 
away thinking could this be dead right I I 
didn1 t know we were doing that, yet these 
elements are in fact there. It's really refresh
ing to find that free-ranging stuff. 

The reason 'Why I1 m interrupting like this is because the 
interview was over an hour long and, not thinking of the 
dozens of pages of transcription it would create, I 
asked loads of questions. Hence, dear readers, I1 ve 
resorted to summaries - bear with it, there's some in

.teresting stuff in this interviewo 
I brought the topic back (inadvertently) to �at the 

· show was aiming to do with the audience by asking: 
Q. I notice that some of the characters are like 

cartoons, rough sketcheso 
'Winston: Yes, there's a couple of scenes where there's 

an opportunity to put tongue in cheek, which 
the audiences seem to like. It1s a change from 
death and destruction. 
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Andrew: It sounds a bit peculiar to say, but ideally 
the show works towards wiping out the audience 
so badly that they cannot afford to applaud, 
and� we had not one clap, not a ripple, we 
would be over the moon. 

Winston: When people go to the theatre, it's like going' 
to a forum for enlight·enment. If you go and see 
a musical or something Broadwayish, there 
should be something redeeming in it something 
which tells you about yourself, you� condition.. 
If a person doesn't feel different from when 
they went in, there's something wrong. 
Our shows are aimed at playing with the aud
ience• s emotional stresses and how far you can 
go. 11MOMMA1 S11 was a play with people's ability 
to cry - if we did that we had succeeeded, 
"SECRETS" shouldn1 t be a pleasant show to watch. 

( 11MOMMA'S 11 was not a Handspan production however, 
Winston was in the cast.) 

' 

Andrew: We pufposefully overload - on the soundtrack 
there s too much, visually there's an. awful lot 
going on, and then you1 re possibly going to get 
hit by th:ings tooo That kind of barrage of elem
ents, physical and mental, is aimed at -whipping 
people into a state of exhaustion - the perform
ers are pretty exhausted, but r think the aud
ience is drained of dread and desire at the endo 
That's what we want, and if we've overloaded the 
audience properly, at the end they'll go 11 oh 11 -· 

stunned like mullets. 

ITALY 
Handspan did four performances of 11SECRETS 11 in Spoleto, 
on a hill, in the courtyard of a 14th-century monastery 
which at one time belonged to Lucrezia Borgia. The venue 
was especially converted into a theatre space for the 
Festival, and it was the first time 11 SECRETS 11 had been 
performed outdoors, which meant they could not use the 
renowned Triffitt smoke screen, resulting in the aud
ience being able to see the performers at work. Accord
ing to Winston and Andrew, this did not detract from the 
effect of the show, it even possibly enhanced it, judg
ing by the audience response: 

Andrew: On opening night we had two-thirds of a house. 
It was the ideal performance: outside for the 
first time, and a totally new audience who knew 
nothing about Australia or 11SECREI'S11 other than 
a few publicity shots and one press interview. 
Towards the end of end of the performance, like 
a stage effect, very, very fine rain sprinkled 
down in the final moments of the show - not 
enough to wet anything, just enough to say tears 
falling from the skyo We put everything into 
place, came out and took our bows, went off the 
stage and then .oo BOOM I the audience ezupted, 
all standing up and applauding for 3 or 4 minutes 
calling t hings and talking with the frenetic 
energy that had just been unleashed. Within 2 
days there were black market tickets going for 
5 times the box office price because the season 
was sold out. 

This brings me to a point of my own. If a show like 
11SECRETS 11 can be performed with everything in view and 
suc ceed, then this surely suggests a further direction 

to take w:i.th this style of theatre and puppetry gener
ally - the manipulators being an integral part of the 
performance (visually) instead of not supposed to be 
there (by convention). It also interests me that Hand.
span have chosen to ignore this avenue by still retain
ing the smoke screen for this current tour, despite (in 
my own opinion) the discomfort to the audience and per
formers that can result from this technique. However, I 
have an advantage over them (Handspan)by stating this now 
now, they no 'doubt feel that this teclmiqu.e works best 
for this show. 

TOURING OVERSEAS 
The Handspan example; 

11SECRETS11 was invited to Italy by GianCarlo Menotti, 
renowned composer, conductor and director, and founder 
?f the Spoleto Festival, after seeing the show during 
its Moomba season at the Universal Theatre in March '83. 
He asked for a budget, which was hastily arranged before 
he left Australia. 10 weeks later, the budget was modif
ied and Hands pan were on a plane to Italy. 
Due to -the rapidity of this happening, no finance could 
be_ arranged from Australian sources, hence all fees and 
expenses were paid by the Italians (a dream come true� 0 

The show comprised l½ tonnes of equipment, 5 cast memb
ers, a lighting engineer, a sound engineer, tour manager 
and the director (see cast pho to)o 
r.n late 182 Helen Rickards and Peter James Wilson had 
gone "fishing" to Europe during a break in rehearsals of 
11SECRETS11• T heir mission was to sell the show, and they 
did well, making several contact�, but no bookings. Pre
vious touring experience with 11THE BUNYIP OF B ERKELEY'S 
CREEK'' and the Australian Puppet Theatre's production of 
11MOMMA1 S 11 made the 11SECRETS11 tour much easier to organ
ise, and the pool of overseas experience the company has 
acquired is available to anyone contemplating an over-
seas tour. Las Trios Ringbarlms, for example, used Hand
span• s resources and contacts for their 0/s tour. Over
seas contacts are very importanto 

Andrew: When -we were preparing to go to Italy ,re could 
ring a European. booker and say 11Ye can't get 
the illformation to you from Australia in time, 
bu:t the ORll agency (a big Italian theatre 
agency) has all the information, go·there. And 
ORTA had it all on file because Helen and Peter 
had been in. You have to do your footwork, it 
makes it much easier. And when we go again, 
we• 11 be going to theatres we know and people 
we know. 

Winston: My first European tour was with 11MOMMA1 S11 in 
19800 There was not eno.ugh prep work done 
beforehand and a,few unfortunate things went 
lll'Ong-on a management level - we learnt from it. 

Because Hand.span is a small company (like just about all 
Australian puppet com_panies) they do not have the pers
onnel to handle publicit;v, being only able to cope with 
performance, bumping in/out, etc., and so they prefer 
to go to a festival when touring, because the publicity· 
mechanisms are already set up. They do a season for a 
set fee rather than a share in the box office, and each 
member is guaranteed payment for the work they do. 
(Even then, it•s still a labour of love.) 

RICHARD HART 

Contact: Handspan Theatre Ltd. 
108 Gertrµde Sto Fi-bzroy VIC 
ph. (03) 417 5978 or 419 8093 

The company returns from tour in July 184 
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Q. So it evolved and changed with feedback ? 
And2-ev: Yes. 
Q. 'What is the show aiming to communicate ? 
Andrew: llhen Ken Evans and Helen Rickards went to Eu.rope 

in 1981 doing 11THE BUNYIP OF BERKELEY'S CREEK", 
Europe at that time wasn't really nice, John 
Lennon had been shot just six months before, the 
Pope had been attacked., there were bombings, and 
the threat of nuclear war hanging over everyone 
- there was an urge within the company to say 
something about this, and so it evolved into 
this show. At ti.mes it's very difficult for 
people to see these bits in it, but that was the
initial thrust of ito 

Q. You all had an idea of Wat you wanted to say in the 
show? 

Andrew: Yes. Nigel came up with an 11 oblique11 , he didn't 
actually spell it out in so many words, b ut the 
imagery and the action is based on these things, 
partly in :terms of the personal, but then the 
personal is overrided to a wrld acaJ.e. You live 
in the world, you lmow ! Sometimes you wake up 
in the morning and listen to the radio and thmk 
110h my God, why do people do these things ? 
What's happened to them ? 11 and "SECRE'!'S 11 goes a. 
little bit of the way to tell you why I can kill 
you, you can kill and anybody walking in the 
street can kill if necessary, if the conditions 
are right - pretty heavy stuff. 

Q. Do you think you've actually communicated that, from 
the feedback you've received? 

.Andrew: I 1 m not sure. I think a lot of the emphasis in 
Italy and Sydney has been on interpretations of 
the Nigel Triffitt personal life stuff. 

Q. That1s what the show's seen to be about? 
.lndrew: Yes, that• s not necessarily the company' s view

point, but that• s the- :way we relate to it at 
times. (To Winston) Do you relate to it as 
you've just been adopted and your real mother's 
gone away? 

Winston: Yell, it• s a mixture of both. 
Andrew: It is for me tooo 
Winston: When we were rehearsing we understood Nigel had 

his own idea about the meaning of the show, but 
he di.dn.'t want the puppeteer to necessarily go 
along with it, bllt make up his own story. You 
know, we111 work it out later, let 1 s put the 
images together firstf we just had to trust tot
ally in Nigel. He brought his drawings and we 
animated them. 

Q. It seems to me, from 'Wb.at you are sey-ing, that the
show is predominantly a visual and audio experience 
rather than an overt communication of a content. As 
far as the meaning is concerned, you all have your 
Olill personal interpretation? 

Andrew: Yes, I think that everyone in the audience has 
a different relationship "With it too. When in 
the audience, you choose subjectively or ob
jectively the things that mean something to you. 

"Yinston: It1 s very mu.ch like these ink blot imag�s, they 
suggest a meaning. It relies on how it affects 
you emotionally, intelle�t doesn't come into it 
very much at all. 

Andrew: If you tr9 to intellectualise about it yo�•11 
probably flag very quickly, fight like mad and 
say "Oh I don•t understand It 1 11 ib.ereas if 
you sit there and go 110h, that rem:inds me of 
o •• II 

Winston: You've got to relax into ito 
Andrew: When you dream, the brain churns back to you 

images and things unrelated in the day. r.n a 
dream you don't ask llby it 1 s there, you just 
accept it, then worry about it next morning. 

Winston: That's how we like the audiences to see it, just 
come and relax. 

Andrew: non•t fight ito 

11SECRETS 11 Cast and crew - current tour. 
From left; Andrew Hansen, John Rogers Lizz Talbot 
Winston Appleyard, Philip Lethlean, P�ter James Wilson, 
Paul Judd. Tour manager; Helen Rickards. Director; 
Director; Nigel Triffitt. 

Q. Do you thmk you1ve succeeded in that ? 
Vinston: Oh yes, many times. One girl "Who had seen the

show was very upset that she 1 d been to a thing 
for l¼ hours and not understood anything of 
what she saw. But then the other night a woman 
was clutching a box in tears, looking at all 
the death and destruction after the show. She 
was wonderful to go with the flow like that0 

At this point I asked a question about the styles in the 
design of 11SECRETS11, particularly "What I saw as being 
Japanese and Islamic .influences. This brought Wat 
seemed to be a defensive response from Andrew and Winston 
with some of their replies being • 00 

Winston: Ye11, basically we•re travelled people. There's 
more to the world than just Australiao 

Andrew: Why should Australian companies be limited in 
artistic vocabulary to Aboriginal corroburees, 
koalas in gum trees, pies, FJ Holdens and 
beaches ? 

From these replies I 1.lil.derstood that these elements of 
other cultures were to evoke a sense of worldliness and 
the defensiv eness I sensed was from previous press 
reactions: "Elements of Kabuki and Noh" .� they did not 
WBD.t to be seen as imitating these styleso 

Winston: All we• re doing is taking the best of whcd. 
we've seeno 

Andrew: I just love it when you read the stuff' that 
says "elements of Kabuki and Noh11 and you go 
"Maybe they're right, but I don•t lmow I 
That• s what people say it is and that's alright 
for them." 1 

'Winston: It shows they re thinking about it, fair enough0 

Andrew: The Italians talked about "robots landing in
Dj,sneylan.d" and "Battleship Potempkin". I went 
away thinking could this be dead right I I 
didn1 t know we were doing that, yet these 
elements are in fact there. It's really refresh
ing to find that free-ranging stuff. 

The reason 'Why I1 m interrupting like this is because the 
interview was over an hour long and, not thinking of the 
dozens of pages of transcription it would create, I 
asked loads of questions. Hence, dear readers, I1 ve 
resorted to summaries - bear with it, there's some in

.teresting stuff in this interviewo 
I brought the topic back (inadvertently) to �at the 

· show was aiming to do with the audience by asking: 
Q. I notice that some of the characters are like 

cartoons, rough sketcheso 
'Winston: Yes, there's a couple of scenes where there's 

an opportunity to put tongue in cheek, which 
the audiences seem to like. It1s a change from 
death and destruction. 
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Andrew: It sounds a bit peculiar to say, but ideally 
the show works towards wiping out the audience 
so badly that they cannot afford to applaud, 
and� we had not one clap, not a ripple, we 
would be over the moon. 

Winston: When people go to the theatre, it's like going' 
to a forum for enlight·enment. If you go and see 
a musical or something Broadwayish, there 
should be something redeeming in it something 
which tells you about yourself, you� condition.. 
If a person doesn't feel different from when 
they went in, there's something wrong. 
Our shows are aimed at playing with the aud
ience• s emotional stresses and how far you can 
go. 11MOMMA1 S11 was a play with people's ability 
to cry - if we did that we had succeeeded, 
"SECRETS" shouldn1 t be a pleasant show to watch. 

( 11MOMMA'S 11 was not a Handspan production however, 
Winston was in the cast.) 

' 

Andrew: We pufposefully overload - on the soundtrack 
there s too much, visually there's an. awful lot 
going on, and then you1 re possibly going to get 
hit by th:ings tooo That kind of barrage of elem
ents, physical and mental, is aimed at -whipping 
people into a state of exhaustion - the perform
ers are pretty exhausted, but r think the aud
ience is drained of dread and desire at the endo 
That's what we want, and if we've overloaded the 
audience properly, at the end they'll go 11 oh 11 -· 

stunned like mullets. 

ITALY 
Handspan did four performances of 11SECRETS 11 in Spoleto, 
on a hill, in the courtyard of a 14th-century monastery 
which at one time belonged to Lucrezia Borgia. The venue 
was especially converted into a theatre space for the 
Festival, and it was the first time 11 SECRETS 11 had been 
performed outdoors, which meant they could not use the 
renowned Triffitt smoke screen, resulting in the aud
ience being able to see the performers at work. Accord
ing to Winston and Andrew, this did not detract from the 
effect of the show, it even possibly enhanced it, judg
ing by the audience response: 

Andrew: On opening night we had two-thirds of a house. 
It was the ideal performance: outside for the 
first time, and a totally new audience who knew 
nothing about Australia or 11SECREI'S11 other than 
a few publicity shots and one press interview. 
Towards the end of end of the performance, like 
a stage effect, very, very fine rain sprinkled 
down in the final moments of the show - not 
enough to wet anything, just enough to say tears 
falling from the skyo We put everything into 
place, came out and took our bows, went off the 
stage and then .oo BOOM I the audience ezupted, 
all standing up and applauding for 3 or 4 minutes 
calling t hings and talking with the frenetic 
energy that had just been unleashed. Within 2 
days there were black market tickets going for 
5 times the box office price because the season 
was sold out. 

This brings me to a point of my own. If a show like 
11SECRETS 11 can be performed with everything in view and 
suc ceed, then this surely suggests a further direction 

to take w:i.th this style of theatre and puppetry gener
ally - the manipulators being an integral part of the 
performance (visually) instead of not supposed to be 
there (by convention). It also interests me that Hand.
span have chosen to ignore this avenue by still retain
ing the smoke screen for this current tour, despite (in 
my own opinion) the discomfort to the audience and per
formers that can result from this technique. However, I 
have an advantage over them (Handspan)by stating this now 
now, they no 'doubt feel that this teclmiqu.e works best 
for this show. 

TOURING OVERSEAS 
The Handspan example; 

11SECRETS11 was invited to Italy by GianCarlo Menotti, 
renowned composer, conductor and director, and founder 
?f the Spoleto Festival, after seeing the show during 
its Moomba season at the Universal Theatre in March '83. 
He asked for a budget, which was hastily arranged before 
he left Australia. 10 weeks later, the budget was modif
ied and Hands pan were on a plane to Italy. 
Due to -the rapidity of this happening, no finance could 
be_ arranged from Australian sources, hence all fees and 
expenses were paid by the Italians (a dream come true� 0 

The show comprised l½ tonnes of equipment, 5 cast memb
ers, a lighting engineer, a sound engineer, tour manager 
and the director (see cast pho to)o 
r.n late 182 Helen Rickards and Peter James Wilson had 
gone "fishing" to Europe during a break in rehearsals of 
11SECRETS11• T heir mission was to sell the show, and they 
did well, making several contact�, but no bookings. Pre
vious touring experience with 11THE BUNYIP OF B ERKELEY'S 
CREEK'' and the Australian Puppet Theatre's production of 
11MOMMA1 S 11 made the 11SECRETS11 tour much easier to organ
ise, and the pool of overseas experience the company has 
acquired is available to anyone contemplating an over-
seas tour. Las Trios Ringbarlms, for example, used Hand
span• s resources and contacts for their 0/s tour. Over
seas contacts are very importanto 

Andrew: When -we were preparing to go to Italy ,re could 
ring a European. booker and say 11Ye can't get 
the illformation to you from Australia in time, 
bu:t the ORll agency (a big Italian theatre 
agency) has all the information, go·there. And 
ORTA had it all on file because Helen and Peter 
had been in. You have to do your footwork, it 
makes it much easier. And when we go again, 
we• 11 be going to theatres we know and people 
we know. 

Winston: My first European tour was with 11MOMMA1 S11 in 
19800 There was not eno.ugh prep work done 
beforehand and a,few unfortunate things went 
lll'Ong-on a management level - we learnt from it. 

Because Hand.span is a small company (like just about all 
Australian puppet com_panies) they do not have the pers
onnel to handle publicit;v, being only able to cope with 
performance, bumping in/out, etc., and so they prefer 
to go to a festival when touring, because the publicity· 
mechanisms are already set up. They do a season for a 
set fee rather than a share in the box office, and each 
member is guaranteed payment for the work they do. 
(Even then, it•s still a labour of love.) 

RICHARD HART 

Contact: Handspan Theatre Ltd. 
108 Gertrµde Sto Fi-bzroy VIC 
ph. (03) 417 5978 or 419 8093 

The company returns from tour in July 184 
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MANIPULATION has published "Yor.kshop11 .articles in the 
·past which have had a very interested response from
readers. Anyone possessing practical knowledge on puppet
making, set and stage building , new and trad:i.tional
mat·erials and how to use them properly will be doing
information-hungry puppeteers (including myself) a great 
service by sharing their knowledge through this magazine.

directly b etween issues, bllt it would be helpful if 
answerers sent a copy to MANIPULATION as well, for pub-
lication. 

yours gratefully, 
RICHARD 

QUESTION: Puppetmaking 
In reference to the "Handling Toxic Materials" 
article in Manipulation Dec 183. Could we have 
more technical articles? This and the one on 
Adhesives earlier were most useful. What about 
an alternative to celastic and papier mache 
NOT using PVA glue? 

Unfortunately, for this issue, little has come to hand,
so I've decided to :include a technical question and
{hopefully) answer section as a regular feature of FROM
THE WORKSHOP. If you have a question, there• s a good

chance another reader may know the answer, and I' 11 do
what I can tooo Addresses are shown to enable replies

Ann Davis Puppets, 
64 Point Rdo MooneyMooneyNSW 2254 

simple �-�-?,! =���HT �• ,� 
flood or spot-light that is suit I .§:-:"·•,-:_ce:-._- · -able for puppetry where the S 

--��-::::�:--· ··- __ ---:-lights are closer to the stage.
����(-.:-·· ·They are,ofcause,made of tin

-'.��;:_::--�---�- �:::· ... · cans and have a surprisingly ��--�, �- . ._. · . -":'_�. ·. . --�--:-�------· --.
--... -.-....:.;_: .. , --�-:> narrow beam with a fairly sharp

.�:�{s?_�.fu��--S-.::::_-.::-;:-� :-_ .: edge,use only 6owatts of power •. ,§§;/.:::-:.� . .:.i•:-.��.::---.::•--::--·:::::�::< · 
and are as robust as tin cans (B) with top and bottom covers re- 10011 
can be. Fig.l (left) shows that moved to show mount and connections. �1(--==--�� 

by adding a smaller tube to the 3)Powdered milk tin or similar with �""'""""'� 
l�ngth,the beam becomes narrower a press on lid.The approx. size of 
and sharper (but does not in- the tin is shown in Fig 4. 
crease in intensity like a focus 4)Standard soup tin(400 to 500)g.
-ed spot-light). The dimensions Remov e labels and clean tins

of the design explained in this article are small enough thoroughly before use.
to be pra_ctical and long enough to give an effective spot. 5)Matt black enamel paint.
Card.board and cellophane can be safely taped to the ends Enamel paint adheres better to the 
as long as some space is given for air movement. metal and matt creates less inter

' '

, INGREDIENTS :' 1) 60 Watt reflector lamp,(fig.2)
bayonet mount type . Avoid buying 
screw mounted lamps unless you knuw 
somewhere to get the sockets - they 
are much less common than bayonet, 
hence harder to replace. 
Prices range from $2 to $6 ,depending 
on where you buy them.The cheapest 
source,I've seen,is Coles ("Embassy".). 
Although more expe.nsive than a conven
tional globe,they are much more effic

A iYPllAL REFLEc.ro� ient for use as a spot-light as most' 

c. 2 
LAMP. of the light and heat is directed out 

1'19 the top of the bulb (see fig.2). 
Because they are only 6ow,they can be put in a small tin, 
up to S can be safely run from a standard. "4 in one 11 or 
a domestic light dimmer(max load 500W) and as most of the 

heat goes out in one direction, the lamps do:o.1t get as hot 
so they last a lot longer. 
2) Bayonet mount light socket (the type that is used for
ceiling lamps that hang on the end of the power cord)
An EART""tl connection isn1 t absolutely ne cessary ii' a little

lloyot,tei MOUNf 
Llbt+T' sex.KET 

care is taken to ensure there is no 
metal bits and pieces likely to link 
the tin with any metal bits on the 

socket. If you are worrier, use an 
earth connection socket,but the pow er 
cord to the lamp will be much more 
expensive and heavier, but it is 
probably worth this extra precaution. 
Fig 3 gives a rough idea of Wat it 
looks like, (A)with screw-on cover, 

nal reflection,producing a clearer 
spot. 
6)Aluminium strip around 1.5mm thick
approx 2cm wide and ½meter long.
?)¼inch thick by ¾inch long,rormd ,,. -fl9 4.head, bo]ts plus washers and wing-
_nuts ( see cross-section of spot-light on next page). 
8)240 volt,2 or 3 wire power cord (3 wire has an earth
wire which can be soldered to the tin lid for greater
safety - this wire is covered in GREEN shielding and is
the only wire that should be attatched to the EARTH
terminal at the plug.Follow wiring instructions care
fully on the plug package or seek advice from someone
,who knows about these things). You will need around 3
.to 4 meters at least.
9)A standard 3 pin,240 volt power plug.These plus the
light socket can be bought in a hardware store,or large
variety store.
NOTE: These light sockets are almost invariably with
only two wire terminals.The 3 wire power cord has 3
different coloured wires; generally red/brown/orange,
black/blue and green.Green is the earth wire which
means that ii' an active .wire(red,brown or orange) accid
-entally touches the tin,the earth wire(if attatched to
same)shorts the power to the ground,rather than thru 
you if you happen to be touching the spotlight. See 
the diagrams on the next page . 

PROCEDURE 
The light socket is mounted in the press-lid of the 
milk tin to enable easy installation and maintenance, 
simply by taking the lid off.This also frees up the 
size and diameter of the other end. Measure the centre 

of the lid accurately and the diameter of the thread of 
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the light socket. Inscribe circles as shown in fig 5-
The oUter circle is for air holes - punched or drilled 
(if you have an electric drill). To punch out the inner 
circl�,I found it easier to punch closely round the 
circle with a small nail and then punch between these 
with a small screwdriver or similar. 

4f-----------, 
11mING: 

Remove shielding on cord for about 5cm by 
slitting one side with a k:nii'e for about 
6cm - careful not to cut shielding on in
ternal wires.Fold back & cut with scissors 

.. ''"-�� �· � '" ""' '"" .. �, '' '� 

to leav e about 2.5cm.Strip wire ends 1cm 
(2cm for earth wire).Slide on top cover 
then firmly attatch wires to socket term
inals.Ensure no bare wire extends beyond 
terminal.Screw on socket covers after 
slipping green earth wire out & firmly 
tape the join at the top cov er.Bolt or solder 

Sar-lh wire. 
,th,kl.e,l 
to lid 

\

Dear Friends, 

UN[j;
MAA_

green wire to lid. 

RELEASE No. 7 March/84. 

We would like to draw your attention to the topics of the 
two new PICTORIAL CALENDARS 1987 and 1988 that are edited 
by our Commission and produced by Henschelverlag, Berlin. 
We are collecting transparencies in a square format of at 
least 5cm x 5cm of a top quality, accompanied by legends
in 4 languages and can be ordered either thrn specialised 
bookshops in your country- or directly with; 

Buchimport-Export 
Leninstras s e 16 
DDR-701 Leipzig. (bulk orders only,before June of 

the year previous to the calendar year). 
Transparencies should be in the hands of the Commissions• 
members by November,3 years before Calendar year. They 
should be marked with the necessary credits to the Theatre 
Company,name of designer,author,photographer and date of 
first showing. A legend will be requested if the picture 
has been chosen,otherwise the material will be returned to 
the owner. Transparencies selected for publication will be 
paid according to the fees customary with the publishers 
or - on demand - by free Calendars. 

The li"ght socket should fit neatly into the hole so 
that when the top and bottom covers are screwed on,they 
keep the socket firmly onto the lid.Place cardboard or 
rubber wachers between covers and lid - better grip. 
The tins can b e made up and painted seperately and 
assembled as the diagrams and expla.n.itory notes show. 

Powdered 
lnilk. tin or 
E>imila.� 

5ovp tin. Remove.
�h ehds with 
ct CQ)'l opener. 

Paint 1i»ide. o-f both 
+ins before.
assembl9. 

ATTATCHING SOUP TIN. 
On the bottom of the milk tin 
measure the centre and inscribe 
two circles,the outer circle 
being the diameter of the soup 
tin and the inner circle about 
t to½ the diameter of the 
soup tin. 

Cut out inner 

�

-·· · · • 
cirole, then cut �

. radially to a i . · · · · 
i bit beyond the 1 -,:1 

outer circle ! ·'

as shown. 

Bend out the 
resulting 
tabs to an 
angle of about 
80 degrees. 

Push the soup 
tin thru the 
hole from inside 
the milk tin. The 
tabs should press 
tightly to the 
tin.Then centred 
in place,wrap 

'. 

i 
strong wire ar- __ .., ound the tabs, 1\j.-::::---telIT:
fold some over j�jl\\ii 
the wire to keep 

T
':'J 

to ce>tfre. both 
f,115 qs oo:vrtt!d_'J as 
yov c.qYi. 

in place.Drill 
4 small holes 
at ¼ circum 
-ferance i]

R.;r. HARl" /9� 

spacing & 
screw in 
small self- ,, 1, , • 

tapping screws.''; 11 •• ." 

Please bring your material to the UNIMA Congress,Dresden, 
18th - 25th August 1984, or send material no later than; 
November 1984 for -t"opic: "MIME ,MA.SKS and PUPPETS 11 (1987)* 
November 1985 for topic: 11PHANTASTIC FIGURES on the PUPPET. 

STAGE" (1988) ** 
·*)Actors' faces/masks/puppets juxtaposed in s dramat

-ic cont ext.
**)Demons,spirits and other supernatural,fantasy-born

creatureso
With best wishes to you For the Commission: 

John M. Blundall 
Nidlands Arts Centre 
cannon HiJl Park 
B i r m i n g h a m 12 

GrQat Britain 

Lucien Caron Evelin Krafft 

.JO, rue Blassct Dall'Armistrasse 

F-80000 A m i e n s D-8000 M ii n c h 

France German Federal 

G t G us av ysin, 
Roggenstrasse 1 
CH-4125,Riehen. Switz. 

(Switzerland) 

Nancy Lohman Staub 

63 316 Mill Vallea Rd. 

e n  Belchertown, MA olUO 

Rep. U.S.A. 

MANIPULATION : Next issue is August._ 
DEADLINE for Whats on, articles,el:c.: mid J"ul_y. 
Editor/layout/artwork: Richard HC1rt. 
Thanks -1:o Macve Vello.. for her creal:ive advice ..-+•"'n".
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MANIPULATION has published "Yor.kshop11 .articles in the 
·past which have had a very interested response from
readers. Anyone possessing practical knowledge on puppet
making, set and stage building , new and trad:i.tional
mat·erials and how to use them properly will be doing
information-hungry puppeteers (including myself) a great 
service by sharing their knowledge through this magazine.

directly b etween issues, bllt it would be helpful if 
answerers sent a copy to MANIPULATION as well, for pub-
lication. 

yours gratefully, 
RICHARD 

QUESTION: Puppetmaking 
In reference to the "Handling Toxic Materials" 
article in Manipulation Dec 183. Could we have 
more technical articles? This and the one on 
Adhesives earlier were most useful. What about 
an alternative to celastic and papier mache 
NOT using PVA glue? 

Unfortunately, for this issue, little has come to hand,
so I've decided to :include a technical question and
{hopefully) answer section as a regular feature of FROM
THE WORKSHOP. If you have a question, there• s a good

chance another reader may know the answer, and I' 11 do
what I can tooo Addresses are shown to enable replies

Ann Davis Puppets, 
64 Point Rdo MooneyMooneyNSW 2254 

simple �-�-?,! =���HT �• ,� 
flood or spot-light that is suit I .§:-:"·•,-:_ce:-._- · -able for puppetry where the S 

--��-::::�:--· ··- __ ---:-lights are closer to the stage.
����(-.:-·· ·They are,ofcause,made of tin

-'.��;:_::--�---�- �:::· ... · cans and have a surprisingly ��--�, �- . ._. · . -":'_�. ·. . --�--:-�------· --.
--... -.-....:.;_: .. , --�-:> narrow beam with a fairly sharp

.�:�{s?_�.fu��--S-.::::_-.::-;:-� :-_ .: edge,use only 6owatts of power •. ,§§;/.:::-:.� . .:.i•:-.��.::---.::•--::--·:::::�::< · 
and are as robust as tin cans (B) with top and bottom covers re- 10011 
can be. Fig.l (left) shows that moved to show mount and connections. �1(--==--�� 

by adding a smaller tube to the 3)Powdered milk tin or similar with �""'""""'� 
l�ngth,the beam becomes narrower a press on lid.The approx. size of 
and sharper (but does not in- the tin is shown in Fig 4. 
crease in intensity like a focus 4)Standard soup tin(400 to 500)g.
-ed spot-light). The dimensions Remov e labels and clean tins

of the design explained in this article are small enough thoroughly before use.
to be pra_ctical and long enough to give an effective spot. 5)Matt black enamel paint.
Card.board and cellophane can be safely taped to the ends Enamel paint adheres better to the 
as long as some space is given for air movement. metal and matt creates less inter

' '

, INGREDIENTS :' 1) 60 Watt reflector lamp,(fig.2)
bayonet mount type . Avoid buying 
screw mounted lamps unless you knuw 
somewhere to get the sockets - they 
are much less common than bayonet, 
hence harder to replace. 
Prices range from $2 to $6 ,depending 
on where you buy them.The cheapest 
source,I've seen,is Coles ("Embassy".). 
Although more expe.nsive than a conven
tional globe,they are much more effic

A iYPllAL REFLEc.ro� ient for use as a spot-light as most' 

c. 2 
LAMP. of the light and heat is directed out 

1'19 the top of the bulb (see fig.2). 
Because they are only 6ow,they can be put in a small tin, 
up to S can be safely run from a standard. "4 in one 11 or 
a domestic light dimmer(max load 500W) and as most of the 

heat goes out in one direction, the lamps do:o.1t get as hot 
so they last a lot longer. 
2) Bayonet mount light socket (the type that is used for
ceiling lamps that hang on the end of the power cord)
An EART""tl connection isn1 t absolutely ne cessary ii' a little

lloyot,tei MOUNf 
Llbt+T' sex.KET 

care is taken to ensure there is no 
metal bits and pieces likely to link 
the tin with any metal bits on the 

socket. If you are worrier, use an 
earth connection socket,but the pow er 
cord to the lamp will be much more 
expensive and heavier, but it is 
probably worth this extra precaution. 
Fig 3 gives a rough idea of Wat it 
looks like, (A)with screw-on cover, 

nal reflection,producing a clearer 
spot. 
6)Aluminium strip around 1.5mm thick
approx 2cm wide and ½meter long.
?)¼inch thick by ¾inch long,rormd ,,. -fl9 4.head, bo]ts plus washers and wing-
_nuts ( see cross-section of spot-light on next page). 
8)240 volt,2 or 3 wire power cord (3 wire has an earth
wire which can be soldered to the tin lid for greater
safety - this wire is covered in GREEN shielding and is
the only wire that should be attatched to the EARTH
terminal at the plug.Follow wiring instructions care
fully on the plug package or seek advice from someone
,who knows about these things). You will need around 3
.to 4 meters at least.
9)A standard 3 pin,240 volt power plug.These plus the
light socket can be bought in a hardware store,or large
variety store.
NOTE: These light sockets are almost invariably with
only two wire terminals.The 3 wire power cord has 3
different coloured wires; generally red/brown/orange,
black/blue and green.Green is the earth wire which
means that ii' an active .wire(red,brown or orange) accid
-entally touches the tin,the earth wire(if attatched to
same)shorts the power to the ground,rather than thru 
you if you happen to be touching the spotlight. See 
the diagrams on the next page . 

PROCEDURE 
The light socket is mounted in the press-lid of the 
milk tin to enable easy installation and maintenance, 
simply by taking the lid off.This also frees up the 
size and diameter of the other end. Measure the centre 

of the lid accurately and the diameter of the thread of 
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the light socket. Inscribe circles as shown in fig 5-
The oUter circle is for air holes - punched or drilled 
(if you have an electric drill). To punch out the inner 
circl�,I found it easier to punch closely round the 
circle with a small nail and then punch between these 
with a small screwdriver or similar. 

4f-----------, 
11mING: 

Remove shielding on cord for about 5cm by 
slitting one side with a k:nii'e for about 
6cm - careful not to cut shielding on in
ternal wires.Fold back & cut with scissors 

.. ''"-�� �· � '" ""' '"" .. �, '' '� 

to leav e about 2.5cm.Strip wire ends 1cm 
(2cm for earth wire).Slide on top cover 
then firmly attatch wires to socket term
inals.Ensure no bare wire extends beyond 
terminal.Screw on socket covers after 
slipping green earth wire out & firmly 
tape the join at the top cov er.Bolt or solder 

Sar-lh wire. 
,th,kl.e,l 
to lid 

\

Dear Friends, 

UN[j;
MAA_

green wire to lid. 

RELEASE No. 7 March/84. 

We would like to draw your attention to the topics of the 
two new PICTORIAL CALENDARS 1987 and 1988 that are edited 
by our Commission and produced by Henschelverlag, Berlin. 
We are collecting transparencies in a square format of at 
least 5cm x 5cm of a top quality, accompanied by legends
in 4 languages and can be ordered either thrn specialised 
bookshops in your country- or directly with; 

Buchimport-Export 
Leninstras s e 16 
DDR-701 Leipzig. (bulk orders only,before June of 

the year previous to the calendar year). 
Transparencies should be in the hands of the Commissions• 
members by November,3 years before Calendar year. They 
should be marked with the necessary credits to the Theatre 
Company,name of designer,author,photographer and date of 
first showing. A legend will be requested if the picture 
has been chosen,otherwise the material will be returned to 
the owner. Transparencies selected for publication will be 
paid according to the fees customary with the publishers 
or - on demand - by free Calendars. 

The li"ght socket should fit neatly into the hole so 
that when the top and bottom covers are screwed on,they 
keep the socket firmly onto the lid.Place cardboard or 
rubber wachers between covers and lid - better grip. 
The tins can b e made up and painted seperately and 
assembled as the diagrams and expla.n.itory notes show. 

Powdered 
lnilk. tin or 
E>imila.� 

5ovp tin. Remove.
�h ehds with 
ct CQ)'l opener. 

Paint 1i»ide. o-f both 
+ins before.
assembl9. 

ATTATCHING SOUP TIN. 
On the bottom of the milk tin 
measure the centre and inscribe 
two circles,the outer circle 
being the diameter of the soup 
tin and the inner circle about 
t to½ the diameter of the 
soup tin. 

Cut out inner 

�

-·· · · • 
cirole, then cut �

. radially to a i . · · · · 
i bit beyond the 1 -,:1 

outer circle ! ·'

as shown. 

Bend out the 
resulting 
tabs to an 
angle of about 
80 degrees. 

Push the soup 
tin thru the 
hole from inside 
the milk tin. The 
tabs should press 
tightly to the 
tin.Then centred 
in place,wrap 

'. 

i 
strong wire ar- __ .., ound the tabs, 1\j.-::::---telIT:
fold some over j�jl\\ii 
the wire to keep 

T
':'J 

to ce>tfre. both 
f,115 qs oo:vrtt!d_'J as 
yov c.qYi. 

in place.Drill 
4 small holes 
at ¼ circum 
-ferance i]

R.;r. HARl" /9� 

spacing & 
screw in 
small self- ,, 1, , • 

tapping screws.''; 11 •• ." 

Please bring your material to the UNIMA Congress,Dresden, 
18th - 25th August 1984, or send material no later than; 
November 1984 for -t"opic: "MIME ,MA.SKS and PUPPETS 11 (1987)* 
November 1985 for topic: 11PHANTASTIC FIGURES on the PUPPET. 

STAGE" (1988) ** 
·*)Actors' faces/masks/puppets juxtaposed in s dramat

-ic cont ext.
**)Demons,spirits and other supernatural,fantasy-born

creatureso
With best wishes to you For the Commission: 

John M. Blundall 
Nidlands Arts Centre 
cannon HiJl Park 
B i r m i n g h a m 12 

GrQat Britain 

Lucien Caron Evelin Krafft 

.JO, rue Blassct Dall'Armistrasse 

F-80000 A m i e n s D-8000 M ii n c h 

France German Federal 

G t G us av ysin, 
Roggenstrasse 1 
CH-4125,Riehen. Switz. 

(Switzerland) 

Nancy Lohman Staub 

63 316 Mill Vallea Rd. 

e n  Belchertown, MA olUO 

Rep. U.S.A. 

MANIPULATION : Next issue is August._ 
DEADLINE for Whats on, articles,el:c.: mid J"ul_y. 
Editor/layout/artwork: Richard HC1rt. 
Thanks -1:o Macve Vello.. for her creal:ive advice ..-+•"'n".
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